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ABSTRACT
Best lifecycle value is a concept rooted in value analysis, lifecycle consideration, and
systems engineering which has evolved to support a holistic perspective of system development
and program management. This thesis determines factors enabling consideration and
achievement of lifecycle value by examining product development work. The scope of this
effort focuses on aerospace programs to characterize lifecycle value for complex systems.
Although different systems may define lifecycle value differently, there are common elements of
the concept that have been identified. Based on four in-depth case studies and existing models, a
theoretical framework for lifecycle value creation has been developed. The structure for this
framework consists of three somewhat sequential and iterative processes: value identification,
value proposition, and value delivery. Results from the case studies reported in the form of best
practices have been related to this theoretical framework in six categories of value attributes.
These attributes (holistic perspective, organizational factors, requirements and metrics, tools and
methods, enterprise relationships, and leadership and management) apply to the entire lifecycle
value framework. The combination of the framework and the practices from the case studies
form a lifecycle value creation model, suggesting a lifecycle value approach encompasses
appropriate and successful strategies for product development, system design, and program
management.
Thesis Supervisor: Earll Murman
Title: Ford Professor of Engineering
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND ACRONYMS
BLV
CIP
CMM
DFM
EMD
ETOPS'
FAA
Holistic
IPT
JAA
LAI
LARP
LCC
LEM
OPEVAL
PDM
Product
RAA
Requirement
System
Best Lifecycle Value
Component Improvement Program
Capability Maturity Model (Matrix)
Design For Manufacturing
Engineering and Manufacturing Development
Extended Twin-engine Operations
Federal Aviation Administration
Concerned with whole systems which are independent of and greater than
the sum of their parts and can be evaluated from multiple perspectives
Integrated Product Team
Joint Aviation Authorities (European)
Lean Aerospace Initiative
Lean Aircraft Research Program
Life cycle cost: the sum of all costs incurred during the life time of an item
(Dhillon, 1989)
Lean Enterprise Model
Operational Evaluation
Product Data Management
A generic term for any good or service that serves a specific function
Responsibility, Authority, Accountability
Prescribes both system and program constraints as well as what is to be
accomplished, transformed, produced, or provided in terms of technical or
programmatic aspects related to a system (INCOSE, 1997)
A group of elements with an emergent behavior, such that the emergent
behavior of the combined arrangement of elements is greater than the sum
of the behaviors of the individual elements; system is a contextually
dependent term, suggesting that systems can exist within systems; more
specifically that any system can be decomposed into smaller sub-systems
and yet is only part of a larger super-system
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Research Perspective
1.1.1 Value
Consideration of value is similar to the common adage that "beauty is in the eye of the
beholder" in that value is determined by the beneficiary of a product. In an attempt to develop a
more encompassing understanding of value, Best Lifecycle Value (BLV), has evolved as a
concept within the Lean Aerospace Initiative (LAI)*. Previous efforts of this consortium and the
evolving environment of the aerospace industry have identified the need for, and initiated
research on, the concept of lifecycle value.
Discussion around value has intensified lately due to changes over the last decade.
Depending on the profession or background of an individual, perceptions of value can vary
significantly. In Lean Thinking, the following definition for value is suggested, "A capability
provided to a customer at the right time and at an appropriate price, as defined in each case by
the customer (Womack, 1996)." This is a relevant definition only when it is understood that for
any capability that is developed, the customer may change, and what constitutes the "right time"
and "appropriate price" may change as well. The dynamics of the environment and context of
system development and operation are important factors to include.
Such things as the "right time" and "appropriate price" are examples of different
dimensions of value. Addressing lifecycle value includes assessing multiple dimensions of value
and their implications throughout the lifecycle of a system. "A modem product development
process also needs to manage many conflicting and complex issues. Since the common goal for
* The Lean Aerospace Initiative is a consortium of U.S. aerospace industry, government, academia, and labor
organizations. More information regarding LAI can be found at http://web.mit.edu/lean.
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a product is to function in the most efficient and economical manner within the applied
constraints; factors such as cost, performance, quality, safety, availability, pollution, and legal
requirements must be simultaneously considered (Molina, 1998)." It has been similarly noted,
"perceptions of worth, safety, affordability, political acceptance, environmental impact, public
health, and even national security provide no realistic basis for numerical analyses - even if they
weren't highly variable and uncertain. Yet, if the system is to be successful, these perceptions
must be accommodated from the first, top-level, conceptual model down through its derivatives
(Rechtin, 1997)." Product development, with a long term, value adding focus, a holistic lifecycle
perspective, and the associated organization, leadership, tools, etc., is needed; as opposed to a
limited, cost cutting, short sighted focus that has dominated much of the development work in
post Cold War years.
1.1.2 Relationship to Lean Principles
In the recent past, the core concepts of lean manufacturing, i.e., a focus on value adding
process and activities, inherently reducing the non-value adding work, have been expanded
beyond the factory floor. In a broad sense, lean concepts are applicable in the enterprise context,
as characterized by the Lean Enterprise Model shown in appendix F. This has created overlap
and interaction between lean and other existing product and process improvement efforts.
Certainly, it is difficult to distinguish those features that identify lean from other value-focused
initiatives. For the purpose of this research, all programs, practices, initiatives, and directives
relevant to value creation were studied. Considering a broad perspective of lean, the ideas
presented in this work contribute to the existing tool set and method associated with lean
implementation at the enterprise level.
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1.2 Motivation for Best Lifecycle Value
1.2.1 What is Best Lifecycle Value?
The concept of Best Lifecycle Value is a notion that incorporates multiple perspectives
based on the ideas of life cycle costing, value analysis, and system engineering. This
combination of perspectives has several consequences.
e The definition of value is not limited to utility divided by cost.
* Lifecycle considerations are not limited to reliabilities of components feeding into
operations and support costs.
" A holistic perspective of the system necessitates a holistic perspective of the
enterprise.
The original candidate definition for BLV that emerged from LAI is:
A system introduced at the right time and right price which delivers best value in
mission effectiveness, performance, affordability and sustainability and retains
these advantages throughout its life.
This definition has been further refined to acknowledge the significance of risk as a
modifier of value. Based on case study evidence from this research, a more accurate
representation of best lifecycle value is:
Balanced stakeholder expectation for effective system performance (quality, cost,
and timing) and the associated risks to deliver best value throughout the life of the
system.
1.2.2 Why Study Best Lifecycle Value?
A dramatic reduction in U.S. defense procurement of about 70 percent following the
collapse of the Soviet Union is the driving force for changing development within the defense
industry (Gansler, 2000). "Adequate defense of a nation relies heavily on research and
development to provide new functions more efficiently. This has been long recognized. But
now it is becoming equally apparent that it also relies on effective and efficient value-oriented
13
practices to identify and remove unnecessary costs so that adequate weapons will be available at
affordable cost. An essential defense weapon eliminated by high cost lowers the country's
military capacity, and the matter of reducing costs is one of national importance (Miles, 1972)."
It is noted that not only is research and development itself expensive, but that the early
commitment to critical new technology has often led to cost overruns and schedule delays in
high-tech defense systems (Rechtin, 1997).
The benchmark for developing new defense systems today is therefore mission
effectiveness at an affordable cost. The interest in reducing total cost of ownership while still
improving other lifecycle value characteristics of performance, availability, and sustainability, is
well within this context. This is not only an issue in the defense arena of the aerospace industry.
Transition to a global market in the commercial sector has added development, production, and
support considerations that have resulted in interest in reducing the total cost of ownership as
well. "The increasing cost of aircraft systems over the past several years has led to growing
concerns and appearance of various activities and concepts to decrease cost (Dhillon, 1989)."
Recent research has focused on how to take into account affordability (Mavris, 1998) and
supportability issues in product development. Early consideration of lifecycle issues, such as
supportability, in product development has proven to be economically beneficial for industries
producing products with various degrees of complexity. Xerox evaluated support requirements
early in the design stage. The company found that more money was saved by considering
support issues than by implementing Design for Manufacturing (DFM) methods to increase
productivity (Goffin, 2000).
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1.3 System Development Background
1.3.1 Complex Systems
"A product development process is the sequence of steps or activities that an enterprise
employs to conceive, design, and commercialize a product. Many of these steps are intellectual
and organizational rather than physical. (Ulrich, 1995)" As Ulrich notes, product development
processes are highly dependent on both product (system) and organization. Although each
development process has characteristics that identify it from other development efforts, the
phases of any development process can be categorized into a generic sequence that is applicable
for all systems and organizations. For this work, total system lifecycle phases have been
identified. Of these phases, several pertain specifically to the system development process. The
phases for total system lifecycle are illustrated in the sequence shown below.
I I I I I I
Concept Program Detailed: Test and Production Operations|
Development Definition Design Evaluation and Support
System Lifecycle Process
Figure 1.1: System Lifecycle Process Phases
These seven lifecycle phases are roughly sequential in that there is an order starting with
Concept Development and ending with Disposal, but that is not to exclude the possibility of
concurrency between phases. For example, the phases may overlap such that one phase starts
before the previous has completely ended. A more descriptive list of some representative
elements in each phase is presented below.
* Concept Development: system architecture, advanced design, market research, user
needs identification, technology development, feasibility studies, experimental
prototypes
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* Program Definition: economic analysis, customer and/or end-user identification,
supplier selection, make/buy analysis, major milestone identification, resource
allocation
* Detailed Design: system form specification, material selection, tolerance identification,
production processes definition, tooling design, test articles production
* Test and Evaluation: reliability, life, and performance testing, regulatory approval
* Production: operation of production system, procurement of supplied
materials/components
* Operations and Support: field operation, in-service support, system upgrade
* Disposal: end-of-life considerations including disposal
Of these phases, the first four, Concept Development, Program Definition, Detailed
Design, and Test and Evaluation, constitute the system development process. In most cases,
system development involves multiple stakeholders in each development phase. As complexity
of the system increases, more stakeholders become involved, and the effort required to manage
the organization involved with system development increases.
System complexity can be dealt with in several ways during development. Complexity can
be sub-divided into two categories, essential and non-essential (Crawley, 2000). Essential
system complexity exists because a system must be decomposed into manageable sections such
that it can be realistically developed. This decomposition creates interfaces within the system
that increase the complexity. Non-essential complexity is a symptom of poor decomposition that
results in numerous interfaces that are not required to make the development task manageable.
One fundamental goal of system architecting is to reduce the non-essential complexity and
manage the essential complexity. Although this may be intuitive, it is relatively difficult in
16
practice, compounded by the organizational cultures and boundaries within the stakeholders
involved in the development work.
1.3.2 Enterprise Arrangement
A system enterprise is comprised of all organizations either directly or indirectly involved
with a system spanning its lifecycle, from conception through disposal. For any system there is
are at least three parties in the system enterprise: a supplier of raw material, a developer that
transforms this raw material into a product, and a consumer or customer who acquires and
operates the product for its useful purpose. The developer utilizes raw material in many forms.
Suppliers can provide physical material, knowledge and expertise, or capability to the developer.
For complex systems, such as aerospace products, the number of suppliers can easily be in the
thousands.
Most organizations in the enterprise have input and output links to other organizations in
the enterprise. From the suppliers' perspective, the system developer is the customer for their
product, which they develop from raw materials acquired from other suppliers. The flow of the
product in its various contexts from one organization to another throughout the enterprise is the
value chain of the system. While the material for a product has to come from somewhere,
distantly related sources of raw material are typically not considered to be part of the value chain
of a system. Some point of evolution for the material is chosen as a starting point for the value
chain. The ending point of the value chain is clearer to identify as the organization with the last
contact to the system, typically the organization which arranges for or takes care of disposal of a
system.
As a simple value chain example, consider an enterprise with six organizations: Company
A, Company B, Company C, Store X, Family Y, and Company Z. Company A has some
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aluminum sheets that Company B purchases to make into aluminum cans. Company C buys
aluminum cans from Company B to put their soft drink in. Company C sells their soft drink in
cans to Store X. Family Y buys this soft drink in the cans from Store X. Family Y sells the cans
to Company Z to be recycled. This simple example is illustrated in the figure below.
N4%%
>CompanyAA> Company B> Company C >Store X > Family Y Company Z
Produce Produce Package soft Sell soft drink in Purchase and Recycle
Aluminum sheets Aluminum cans drink in cans cans consume soft Aluminum cans
drink
Figure 1.2: Example Value Chain
For complex systems with many more organizations in the enterprise, it is obvious that the
value chain becomes complicated quickly, especially if some organizations have more than one
role in the value chain. The interactions between organizations within the enterprise,
characterized by the development and use of a system, can be enablers for value creation.
In most enterprise arrangements, it is useful to distinguish between the core enterprise and
the extended enterprise. A core enterprise consists of the system developer(s) and integrator(s),
the acquirer(s), and any primary suppliers of major functionality of the system. The extended
enterprise is comprised of the core enterprise and the rest of the system value chain. Members of
the extended enterprise are engaged in collaborative efforts to design, develop, produce, and
deliver a product to the end user (Gott, 1996).
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1.4 Existing Approaches
1.4.1 Value Management and Analysis
A value oriented process for analysis, engineering, and management originated within the
General Electric company during World War II. For many companies supporting the war effort
during this time, demand was increasing faster than it could be accommodated in terms of
material and labor. This forced companies like GE to use substitute materials to meet the high
demand. Often, the cost of the product was reduced, but surprisingly, the quality of the product
improved (ICE, 1996). Investigating what caused the increase in product value revealed that the
focus had shifted from the form of the product to the function of the product. When the
operational functionality of the product became the goal, increased quality, decreased cost, and
therefore improved product value resulted.
Stemming from this realization a value analysis approach was further developed by
General Electric and others over approximately the next ten years, resulting in what is commonly
referred to today as "value engineering". Known under many similar names, this process of
value analysis relies on the definition of value to be a measure of utility divided by a measure of
cost. Other product considerations must be boiled down to either utility or cost. This definition
is derived from the understanding that all cost is to achieve function. "The customer wants two
and only two types of functions in varying degrees in different products or services. ... Use
functions entail some action that [s]he wants performed, and aesthetic functions please him[her]
or someone [s]he wants to have pleased (Miles, 1972)." Whether or not the investment in
complex systems can be reduced to use and aesthetic functions alone is debatable, but that is
another issue altogether. The understanding that the customer is only willing to pay for desired
function, and in that all cost must be to achieve function is a primary assumption of value
analysis. "Value analysis or engineering is a complete system for identifying and dealing with
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the factors that cause uncontributing cost or effort in products, processes, or services (Miles,
1972)." Value analysis either neglects other effects on value or assumes that they contribute to
value in terms of either utility or cost. While the underlying focus on functionality is an
important characteristic, understanding lifecycle value may accommodate the inclusion of some
of the relatively intangible characteristics of value related to such things as corporate strategy,
personal level of status, political goals, etc.
I Value Management
Feedback
Figure 1.3: Value Management Model (adapted from ICE, 1996)
The value management process can be modeled as shown in the figure above. The model
is a simplified representation of the steps involved in value management. It presents three main
applications, value planning, value engineering, and value reviewing, which can be applied
independently or as a fully integrated set on a project. The feedback loops represent
incorporating lessons learned for subsequent phases of a project. The three applications have
different uses throughout the program, and different phases for which they are applicable. Value
planning and value engineering are proactive in that they contribute to the concept exploration
and program definition phases respectively. Value reviewing, on the other hand, is reactive in
that it is most useful to analyze a complete or nearly complete program against predetermined
goals, objectives, and expectations.
20
1.4.2 Life Cycle Cost
Emphasis on accounting for the whole lifecycle when developing a system has grown
since the mid-1960's. Publications from Blanchard et al., regarding lifecycle issues especially on
the topic of Life Cycle Cost (LCC) are now sources for a variety of applications, both in
aerospace and other fields. Life Cycle Cost involves all costs associated with a system including
costs for: R&D, production and design, operation and maintenance, as well as system retirement
and phase out costs (Blanchard, 1992).
The LCC approach has been deployed in combination with ROI (Return On Investment)
analysis, to support decision-making on Component Improvement Program (CIP) suggestions
(Borer, 1990). CIPs have been of a particular interest to prolong the lifecycle of aircraft. "Life
cycle costing has had a profound effect in the aircraft industry which is one of those industries
where it is being practiced often (Dhillon, 1989)."
In particular, for a typical fighter aircraft, the development cost, procurement cost, and
operations and support cost (15 years) account for approximately 10%, 35%, and 55% of the
lifecycle cost, respectively (Huie, 1980). This emphasizes the importance of considering the
entire lifecycle of the system. However consideration alone is not sufficient to actually achieve
lifecycle value. Reducing lifecycle cost may be a daunting task, requiring more than simple
consideration of a systems lifecycle. "In other words, attainment of a suitable program for
further decreasing the total life cycle cost of both the individual and total complex of systems
still poses a challenge to many professionals: engineers, systems managers, logisticians,
designers, etc. (Dhillon, 1989)." A practical plan to implement practices to achieve lifecycle
value, incorporating managing of total lifecycle cost, may reduce this challenge.
The LCC approach is based on a foundational understanding of a system lifecycle process.
A model of the lifecycle process facilitates understanding the various phases of a system
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lifecycle to evaluate the associated resources required. With this knowledge, there is a notional
possibility of optimally designing a system, i.e., delivering desired performance for the minimum
amount of resources expended. The system lifecycle process is shown in the figure below.
Definition of Need I
(2) Preliminary Design (Advance Development)
----------- |"----------- I~~-- -- - I-~---- ~
I Preliminary I I I
V System functional synthesis System System synthesis
(1) Conceptual Design analysis and allocation of optimization and definition71ptmato : an deiIto I
I design criteria I
_f .. ..... ...............-....... .  Feedback loop .... ..........-.................... .
Research
(3) Detail Design and Development (4) Production and/or Construction
System/product System prototype i System prototype- (5) Utilization and Support~ se rt yp ~Sytm r t e________________________
(6) Phaseout/Disposal
Figure 1.4: System Lifecycle Process Model (adapted from Fabrycky, 1991)
This model incorporates six lifecycle phases, not entirely unlike those used in this
research. Each phase accounts for different system considerations and involves various
stakeholders. "The system life-cycle approach stems from the identification of a need that
develops as a result of a problem or deficiency, and the subsequent 'want' or 'desire' for a
system of some type (Fabrycky, 1991)." After the identification of the system, design and
development is done in several steps, resulting in "a configuration that can be produced or
constructed directly from specifications, support documents, and a data base (Fabrycky, 1991)."
Emphasis during the Production and/or Construction phase (block 4 in the diagram above) "is to
ensure that those characteristics which have been designed into the system during earlier phases
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design , development test and evaluation
...... .. .. ......... ..... .. .. Feedback loop.
of a program are indeed maintained throughout the production/construction process (Fabrycky,
1991)." It is important to note that experience from both the production/construction process and
the utilization and support phase should feedback to initiate modifications and improvements to
the system. The final phase of the lifecycle process is that of system retirement, either through
phase-out or disposal. Although this can be a costly activity, it is a necessary one, especially
considering growing ecological concerns and the emphasis to reduce, recycle, and reuse
materials.
1.4.3 Systems Engineering
The systems engineering mission is to "assure the fully integrated development and
realization of products which meet stakeholders' expectations within cost, schedule, and risk
constraints (INCOSE, 1997)." Several factors prevent companies from having a holistic
perspective during product development. Some important aspects are increased complexity of
the products, reduced development cycle time, strong financial pressures, significant
technological uncertainty, and communication and organizational issues. In addition, for
complex systems with long lifecycles, different technologies age and become obsolete at varying
rates (Fine, 1998). Under the development process several factors of an often-conflicting nature
have to be considered. This is well illustrated the figure below which depicts the inherent
tensions in system design, where each opposing pair must be resolved with fit, balance, and
compromise within the system architecture.
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Function Flexible manufacturing
System requirements Strict process control
Performance specifications Performance Manage complexity
Human needs Process revolution
Complexity Tight integration
New technology Fit Product stability
Top down plan Balance Risk of overdesign
Conservative design Bottom up integration
Compromise
Continuous evolution Familiar technology
Minimal interfacing Simplicity
Process characterization AffordabilityCost &
Avoid complexity Schedule Strict acceptance criteria
Low level decisions Environmental imperatives
Specialized manufacturing Form
Figure 1.5: Tensions in System Architecting (adapted from Rechtin, 1997)
"In the first days of a new project, reality is often subservient to enthusiasm and optimism
... and obscured by the inherent desire to succeed in spite of the fact that technologies, time, and
funding constraints may preclude obtaining the desired goals. The need to balance these natural
inclinations is a prime driver for implementing an integrated and structured approach to guide the
team and validate that promises are achievable (INCOSE, 1997)." The tool set and structured
approach of traditional systems engineering is an important contributor to considering lifecycle
value.
System architecting is a sub set of systems engineering. Although the methodology of
systems engineering extends beyond architecting, the practices of good system architecting
represent the approach and technique of systems engineering. A system architecture in
particular is an essential contributor to lifecycle value. The process of system architecting
provides significant opportunity for value creation, and a system architecture has implications
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throughout the remainder of the system's lifecycle. A system architecting framework describes
the system from the perspective of design and management. A model for system architecture is
shown below.
Regulation
Corporate Architecture Manufacturing,
Strategy Operations
Form
CompeitDan -+ Need -+ Goals -0L Function Concept Timing -+ Operator - Training
Market Outbound
Strategy Marketing
T Strategy,
Techaology Sales,
Operations Distribution
Strategy
Upstream Downstream
Figure 1.6: Upstream and Downstream Influences on System Architecture
(adapted from Crawley, 2000)
This model depicts numerous influences on a system's architecture throughout the product
development process. This model attempts to present an exhaustive representation of the
influences that effect system architecture by considering the lifecycle of a system as upstream
and downstream of system architecting.
1.5 Goals and Objectives
Focusing system development work on Best Lifecycle Value appears to have a potentially
large impact on the aerospace industry, which has driven the identification of objectives for this
research. "Decision making in performance-oriented work can usually be based upon tests and
measurements. In contrast, the effectiveness of value-oriented work at each stage of the product
design and manufacturing cycle cannot be accurately measured. ... Consequently, performance-
oriented work is normally more efficiently and effectively accomplished than value-oriented
work (Miles, 1972)." Specifically, the research detailed in this paper sought to characterize Best
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Lifecycle Value by identifying enabling practices, their associated metrics, and potential barriers,
during the phases of the system lifecycle in which Best Lifecycle Value would be most
adequately addressed, namely definition, design, and development. The goal was to collect best
practices from case studies, and characterize them into an applicable framework or model for
best lifecycle value creation.
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2 RESEARCH DESIGN
The type of "real world research" necessitated by the goals and objectives of this research,
is better known as social science inquiry. There are three primary purposes for this type of
research, depending primarily on how much knowledge exists regarding the practices and
processes that are being studied; they are detailed below (Robson, 1993).
* Exploratory: to find out what is happening; to seek new insights; to ask questions; to
assess phenomena in a new light.
* Descriptive: to portray an accurate profile of persons, events or situations; requires
extensive previous knowledge of the situation etc. to be researched or described, so
that appropriate aspects on which to gather information are known.
" Explanatory: seeks an explanation of a situation or problem, usually in the form of
causal relationships.
While research often spans two or all three purposes, one is typically the predominant
focus. It is important to understand the primary focus of the research, as some methods fit better
for some purposes than others. In general, the moving from exploratory research through
explanatory research allows, and in fact requires, data collection strategies of increasing
specificity. Three traditional strategies align with the three purposes of research; they are case
studies, surveys, and experiments, respectively. Hybrid combinations of these strategies or using
multiple strategies in the same research can also be useful in some circumstances (Robson,
1993). Another important consideration is not only the purpose of the research but the desired
outcomes. The type of data collected will facilitate or in some instances exclude certain
outcomes. Choosing an appropriate research method is an important consideration in social
science inquiry.
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The research discussed here is principally exploratory research of the best lifecycle value
concept. Following traditional strategies, case study methodology was selected as the
appropriate basic framework for this work.
2.1 Collaborative Effort
This research has been a collaborative effort between LAI and the Lean Aircraft Research
Program (LARP) *. Due to the data restrictions of both consortiums, research was conducted by
each consortium individually using a common method. The aggregated data in non-attributable
form was shared between organizations to expand the collective knowledge regarding best
lifecycle value. To investigate and characterize lifecycle value, a case study method was chosen.
While this typically involves a loose format that is highly dependent on the researchers involved,
the collaborative nature of this work required a more structured process which will be further
discussed in section 2.3.
2.2 Case Study Approach
Complex aerospace systems are the focus of this work and there were specific selection
criteria for the cases studied. The criteria considered establishing significant evidence to
evaluate the concept of lifecycle value and at the same time studying practices and strategies that
are modern. Primary consideration was given to development work done recently; other
development work influencing system lifecycle was given secondary consideration. Since
development alone is insufficient to substantiate lifecycle value, the systems considered were at
least into the production and operation phase of the program. In addition, synergy between the
cases selected was considered as part of the structure of the research.
* LARP is a similar consortium to LAI in Sweden. Members represent Swedish aerospace industry, government,
and academia. More information regarding LARP can be found at http://www.liu.se/org/imie/larp.
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Four cases have been selected to represent both the variety of aerospace systems and
stakeholders, as well as the subtlety of differences between systems competing in the same sector
of the industry. Three tactical aircraft cases were selected to provide depth of insight into a
particular sector of the industry. An additional commercial aircraft case was selected for
comparison across sectors of the aircraft industry. This approach to investigate both the breadth
and depth of the industry has provided significant evidence to support the results of this work.
An additional synergy of the four cases is the variety of product development strategies they
collectively represent.
Each case selected for this research has demonstrated notable success in terms of
delivering value. It is not realistic to imply that any system studied has or has not completely
achieved best lifecycle value because the retrospective view of the entire system lifecycle has yet
to be realized. It is still appropriate to acknowledge the accomplishments of each system as
being stepping stones in the path to achievement of best lifecycle value.
2.3 Interview Format and Data Collection
As was mentioned previously, selected a case study methodology for a collaborative
project necessitates a certain amount of structure to conduct the research. A hybrid format
combining structured survey and interview techniques was utilized to collect both quantitative
and qualitative data. The tool used to implement this process was a two-part interview
questionnaire sent out to each interviewee before the interview. Each participant was requested
to voluntarily review and respond to the questionnaire ahead of time as preparation for the
interview. As part of the data collection process, each participant who completed the form
returned it to the researchers. The first part of the questionnaire consisted of survey type
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questions with alternative answers, and the second part consisted of open-ended questions. Both
sections were used as a discussion outline for the interview.
This tool was jointly developed using an iterative process of pre-testing, evaluation, and
modification. The "final" interview format was pre-tested with Saab Aircraft, on the Saab 2000
program, and Raytheon Aircraft, on the TIA Jayhawk program. Each of these tests was carried
out in a joint LAI-LARP effort, and the material was subsequently refined. As the case studies
progressed, the format was modified slightly for clarification purposes. These updates did not
interfere with the data collected during any of the case studies. The format used is available in
appendix A, including the minimal differences between the defense and commercial versions.
Interviewees were chosen with a variety of backgrounds, to gain a holistic perspective of
the system, the development program, and the various stakeholders throughout the lifecycle of
the system. All data collection was conducted on-site with each program studied. Due to the
constraints of site visits, namely limited time, interviewee selection was important and followed
a somewhat structured process as part of extensive planning for each visit. In addition to the
diversity of backgrounds, the participants varied in both level of experience and level of
management.
2.4 Data Analysis
Data collected were analyzed using multiple techniques to accommodate the variety of
data. Quantitative data were collected from 116 responses; qualitative data consist of 157
interviews, attending more than 20 program meetings, and reviewing numerous forms of system
and program documentation. Quantitative data were analyzed in a straightforward, mathematical
manner to determine, mean values, standard deviations, and statistical significance. Qualitative
information was clustered into a number of different categories by emergent patterns. There
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were six main emergent themes from this clustering. These themes were developed into
attributes of the lifecycle value creation processes to be described in chapter 5. The model
became the preferred coding scheme for qualitative data. The original clusters were coded and
regrouped based on the model structure. Best practices aligning with the model structure were
identified from qualitative data. The structure of the model utilizes two-dimensional capability
maturity models (CMMs) to capture the best practices relevant to lifecycle value in a context
independent manner. Both the quantitative and the qualitative data support these matrices. The
process of data analysis and reduction into useful results is shown in the figure below.
Figure 2.1: Data Analysis and Reduction Process
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There was significant variation in the quantitative data. Although these data were useful as
indicators of frequency for qualitative responses, the direct quantitative results were not useful
for drawing meaningful conclusions, even in aggregate form. Despite collection and analysis of
the quantitative data, very little of these results are presented due to their relative insignificance.
The variation in the data may be attributed to a high level of subjectivity of the responses, which
effects the qualitative data as well. This is resolved in analyzing the qualitative data by
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identifying only multiple occurrence responses in the data set. More specifically, none of the
qualitative data reported, or furthermore used in the analysis, represents a single response in the
data collection.
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3 CASE STUDIES
System development occurs over an extended period of time and, depending on the
complexity of the system, can involve numerous stakeholders. There are several strategies that
have been utilized to facilitate large scale, complex system development. For example, the
various cases studied each represent different development strategies. The F/A-18E/F Super
Hornet is an upgrade from a previously developed system for the U.S. Navy. JAS 39 Gripen
represents a "clean sheet" design; it is a new system developed for the Swedish Air Force. The
F-16 has been a continually evolving design with changes and improvements integrated in
blocks; the development work has primarily been done for the U.S. Air Force. The 777,
developed commercially, is an example of a product family based roughly on the philosophy of a
platform architecture, where there is one primary design with several derivative variations.
3.1 Case Context
Lifecycle value has been characterized by data collected regarding the level of
understanding and consistency of deployment of the concept throughout the enterprises studied.
These high level data suggest that each case studied is not only an accomplished system and
program, but that each has an adequate understanding of the concept of lifecycle value, and
furthermore that subjective evaluation of their achievement of lifecycle value based on this
understanding was above average. As exhibited in the figure below, the majority (53%) of
respondents felt that the concept of lifecycle value is deployed to most areas with some variation
in the level of understanding. The rest of the respondents felt that there was at least some
awareness of the concept, with 6% identifying exceptional understanding and full deployment
throughout the enterprise. The range of 94% of the responses from level 2 to level 4 illustrates
the current awareness of lifecycle value and its significance. Similarly, the majority of
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respondents (40%) rated their program as achieving better than average, but less than exceptional
lifecycle value on a 5 level scale. Approximately two-thirds of the respondents rated their
program as at least average on level of achievement, with 14% identifying exceptional
achievement.
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Figure 3.1: Level of Understanding/Deployment and Achievement of Best Lifecycle Value
3.2 F/A-18E/F Super Hornet
The single seat F/A-1 8E model and the two-seat F/A-1 8F are multi-role tactical aircraft,
having both air-to-air capability, represented by the fighter, F/A, designation, and air-to-ground
capability, represented by the attack, F/A, designation. The figure below illustrates three views
of the Super Hornet.
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Reprinted with Permission from Jane's Information Group
Figure 3.2: F/A-18E Three View (Jane's, 2000)
3.2.1 Context of Development
The F/A-18 family contains four sets of models. The original A/B versions were
developed in the mid-1970's. The first upgrade came ten years later with the C/D models which
was primarily a systems upgrade from the A/B versions; this was followed five years later with
the C/D night strike versions. The most recent versions are the E/F Super Hornet models. The
F/A-18 fleet has been developed primarily for the U.S. Navy's aircraft carrier environment and
the A/B and C/D versions are currently operated internationally by the U.S. and several other
countries.
Early in the 1990's after the cancellation of the A-12 program, the U.S. Navy needed to
start a development program to modernize their fleet and support their mission into the 2 1st
century. Following direction from the U.S. government, an upgrade to the C/D Hornets was
being considered. This investigation work was transitioned into a full-scale development
program in 1992. In the aftermath of the A-12 program cancellation, the Navy and the U.S.
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government were concerned with the credibility of the development strategies and program
management techniques that were standard practice in the industry at that time. Revolutionary
changes were in order to reestablish the future of naval aviation with the Super Hornet program.
3.2.2 System Development
The F/A-18E/F Super Hornets are an upgraded version of the F/A-18C/D Hornet models.
With the exception of 90% commonality in avionics with the C/D models and limited similarity
in the airframe, the E/F versions are significantly different than previous Hornets. The E/F
planes are 25% larger, having a 40% increase in unrefueled range, 25% increase in payload,
three times greater bring-back ordnance, and five times greater survivability, with 42% fewer
parts.
The F/A-18E/F program is organized into integrated, multi-functional product teams. The
program leveraged experience from the previous models to incorporate many lessons learned
into the E/F. Leadership focused the development efforts on keeping the program within a "box"
bounded by both the technical and programmatic requirements.
3.2.3 Program Accomplishments
The F/A-18E/F has already achieved many successes. The Super Hornet successfully
completed Operational Evaluation testing (OPEVAL) with the rating of "operationally effective
and suitable", which is the highest rating achievable. The system was found to have numerous
enhancing characteristics that exceeded the requirements and specifications. The system also
performed very well during the sea worthiness trials. In addition, the program was never re-
baselined and program goals set at the time of the contract award were met. The F/A-18E/F
program recently received the Collier Trophy in 1999.
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3.3 JAS 39 Gripen
The JAS 39 Gripen is Sweden's most recent multi-role aircraft, having the ability to
change roles in flight, resulting in unique mission flexibility. The Gripen is shown in the figure
below.
Reprinted with Permission from Jane's Information Group
Figure 3.3: JAS 39 Gripen Three View (Jane's, 2000)
3.3.1 Context of Development
JAS is the Swedish acronym for Fighter, Attack, Reconnaissance. There are two models,
the single-seat, JAS 39A and the two-seat, JAS 39B. Unlike other single/dual seat aircraft, the
two models were not developed concurrently. The single-seat version was developed in the 80's
followed by the development of the two-seat model in the late 80's to early 90's.
In the light of the growing expenditures for the Viggen aircraft, the Swedish military's
predecessor to the Gripen, it became evident that the next generation of aircraft had to be
smaller, more flexible, and significantly break the trend of the rapidly growing cost curve. As a
result, the decision was made to develop a new, small, multi-role aircraft for the Swedish Air
Force. The Gripen program was a fixed price contract including product development work and
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the production of the first 30 aircraft. With a new contract structure, the Gripen development
was significantly different from previous programs.
3.3.2 System Development
Several factors played key roles in the system development of the Gripen. As a new
fighter, the JAS 39 was a "clean sheet" design. While it built off of existing tacit knowledge
retained from the Viggen program, there is no commonality between the Gripen and any other
existing aircraft. In addition, new technologies were developed parallel to the system
development of JAS 39. This caused high technological uncertainty, which is why overall
program risk had to be minimized. This was partly done through a unique, risk sharing
arrangement between Swedish industry partners in the IG-JAS group.
3.3.3 Program Accomplishments
The JAS 39 Gripen is the first 4* generation, fully digital computerized system, with true
multi-role capability to be delivered. The Gripen has been in service in the Swedish Air Force
for seven years and has gained significant international interest. Software-controlled systems
facilitate future integration of new functions and the avionics system architecture provides
significant development potential for the future. Considerable emphasis has been placed on
reducing time required for routine maintenance resulting in rapid turn-around times and low
operating costs. The program was able to reach targeted LCC goals of 40% reduction over the
LCC of the Viggen.
3.4 F-16
The F-16 is considered to be a small fighter, reversing a trend towards "bigger, heavier,
more complex, and more expensive aircraft (Lockheed, 2001)". There are two sets of F-16
models. The F-16A/B were the first developed, the single-seat A as the combat version, and the
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two-seat B version as a fully operational trainer. The F-16C/D models were upgrades to the A/B
developed about ten years after the original A/B. The F-16 is shown below.
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Reprinted with Permission from Jane 's Information Group
Figure 3.4: F-16C/D Three View (Jane's, 2000)
3.4.1 Context of Development
The F-16 was originally developed in the 1970's as a lightweight, "no-frills" aircraft
(Clancy, 1995) for the U.S. Air Force. The primary thrust behind the concept was lack of
unlimited funds to acquire new systems. Although technical performance is a priority for any
weapons system, limiting the technical requirements to an acceptable level, preventing many
"bells and whistles" from entering the design was a driving influence in the F-16 development.
The F-16 has survived significant changes in the global environment by being flexible
enough to adapt the performance capability of the system to changing needs. The program has
accommodated numerous customers, from all corners of the world, with a variety of needs and
interests. The politics, the culture, and the specific interests of each customer play a role in
tailoring the F-16 system in unique development efforts. As the system's customers change, the
system is upgraded and offered in its new configuration. Customers support this on-going
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development of the system to meet new requirements. The most recent upgrade work is being
done as a commercial development for a foreign customer.
3.4.2 System Development
Although there are only two sets of models, there have been many smaller scale
improvement efforts incorporated in various production groups of aircraft known as block
upgrades. Starting with Block 01, as the first delivered A/B models, the system evolved into
Block 05, Block 10, and Block 15 over a period of several years. The Block 25 aircraft were
introduced with a new designation of F-16C/D in 1984. Since then, Block 30/32 was introduced
in 1986, Block 40/42 in 1988, and Block 50/52 in 1991. Although the F-16C/D model
designation has remained the same throughout these block changes, the Block 40/42 and 50/52
upgrades were as significant as the Block 25 upgrade when the model names were changed. The
focus of this study is on the recent F-16 development work. There are three recent blocks of
aircraft for which product development work has been done, namely Block 50/52, Block 50/52+,
and Block 60.
Following this continuous, evolutionary development strategy, the F-16 has undergone
extensive changes over the course of the system development, without significant change in the
size of the airframe. On-going development efforts have been facilitated by original system
architecture, specifically in the avionics and flight systems structure, that has maintained its
flexibility over the course of many years.
Since the original A/B models, upgrades have continued to add increased functionality of
the system. The F-16 has been able to maintain the benefits of being a small fighter while
improving the total system performance over the slow course of evolutionary upgrade efforts.
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3.4.3 Program Accomplishments
The F-16 is an accomplished program, having received several awards, perhaps the most
noteworthy of which is the Collier Trophy in 1975. The F-16 has been a success by other
measures as well. Considering sales performance as an indicator of international interest, the F-
16 has done well. The F-16 is currently operated by 20 customers in 19 different countries. The
program is unique in the number of customers it has, and more specifically in the number of
repeat customers it has, meaning those who have returned to purchase aircraft after their original
procurement. The evolutionary development approach taken by the F-16 program has led to a
system that many years after the original conception, has become an example of sustaining value
throughout the entire lifecycle of the system.
3.5 777
The 777 is the most recent large, wide-body jet to enter service. It is the world's largest
twinjet aircraft. Following first delivery of the 777-200 in 1995, a family of aircraft is being
created with derivative programs supporting increases in weight and range. Two derivatives, the
-200ER, and the -300, have already entered service, and there are two more currently in
development, the -300ER and the -200LR. The 777 family range spans approximately 5,000 to
8,800 nautical miles, carrying approximately 300 to 550 passengers, depending on model and
configuration. The external view of a 777-300 is shown below.
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Reprinted with Permission from Jane's Information Group
Figure 3.5: 777 Three View (Jane's, 2000)
3.5.1 Context of Development
There was an open gap between the markets of the 767 and 747 families. Three different
companies each launched a program targeting different areas of this gap, the MD-11, the
A330/A340, and the 777. Competing in a tight market, the 777 had an advantage by being the
third of the three programs launched. Understanding the particular niche the 777 family could
fill was an important factor in the development of the aircraft. Filling a tight, niche market
required a change in philosophy and approach from previous development programs.
3.5.2 System Development
The 777 program and leadership not only integrated new technologies, but they changed
the way commercial aircraft are created. Using digital design tools, the 777 is the first
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commercial airplane ever built 100% from three-dimensional solid modeling technology.
Although there has been variation on each of the derivative programs, an integrated, cross-
functional team structure has been utilized throughout the entire program. In addition, the 777
aircraft have been developed with a "working together" philosophy and collaboration of many
airline customers.
The 777-200, or the "A market" plane was followed by an extended range -200ER. The
next derivative developed was the 777-300. It is a longer plane that carries more passengers than
the -200 and -200ER models. In development currently are the -300ER and -200LR
derivatives which will increase the range of the -300 and -200ER respectively. In addition to
the goals of extending the range and passenger carrying capability of the -200, the derivative
programs have faced other objectives as well. These include reducing the non-recurring
development and recurring production costs and reducing nominal development time, while at
the least maintaining the reliability, maintainability, and service ready levels of the A market
aircraft.
Following the family of aircraft philosophy, it is necessary to include a certain amount of
growth flexibility in the original system architecture to maintain commonality between family
models. This being said, each 777 model is more of a point design, meaning there is limited
flexibility built into each model for future derivatives, with more priority placed on the specific
model requirements.
3.5.3 Program Accomplishments
The 777 family has created a tradition of being preferred aircraft. Airline customers and
passengers have expressed their satisfaction with the aircraft; in fact a number of customers are
repeat customers in that they have ordered 777 aircraft on more than one occasion. The program
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had an unprecedented achievement by receiving type and production certification from both the
U.S. Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and the European Joint Aviation Authorities (JAA)
on the same day. The 777 is also the first airplane to earn FAA approval to fly extended-range
twin-engine operations (ETOPS) at entry into service (Boeing, 2001). The Collier Trophy in
1995 is among the numerous awards the 777 program has received.
Case Summaries
The table below summarizes characteristic data of each of the programs studie
to illustrate synergies between the cases as well.
Table 3.1: Lifecycle Value Case Characteristics (Jane's, 2000)
ram Development Program First First Approx.* Take-Off
Strategy Initiation Flight Delivery Units Weight
Delivered (lbs.)
(as of
12/2000)
d. It is
Approx.*
Cost/Aircraft
F/A-18E/F Upgrade 6/1992 11/1995 12/1998 52 66,000 (FY9
Jripen Clean Sheet 5/1982 12/1988 10/1992 85 28,660 (FY9
F-16 Evolutionary 1/1975 12/1976 1/1979 4027 42,300 (FY9
Clean Sheet/
Platform 10/1990 6/1994 5/1995 285
506,000-
660,000
$128M-$170M
(FY00)
* Some of the approximate values reported in this table were not taken directly from published data, but were
derived from data reported in (Jane's, 2000) under some basic assumptions.
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4 LIFECYCLE VALUE CREATION MODEL
4.1 Overview and Motivation
Value as a system characteristic can have multiple dimensions. There are perhaps a
minimum number of dimensions that must be considered for any system related to the desired
effectivity of its performance, such as quality of technical capability, cost, and timing. "Clearly,
if a system is to succeed, it must satisfy a useful purpose at an affordable cost for an acceptable
time period ... But of the three criteria, satisfying a useful purpose is predominant. Without it
being satisfied all others are irrelevant (Rechtin, 1997)." That is not to say that cost is not an
important consideration. In fact, relating the various dimensions of value in terms of dollar
amounts may be useful as a common metric that is well understood. "Engineers are confronted
with two important interconnected environments: the physical and the economic. Their success
in altering physical factors to create consumer and producer goods depends on a knowledge of
physical laws. However, the worth of these products and systems lies in their utility measured in
economic terms (Fabrycky, 1991)."
Additional dimensions may result from higher levels of system complexity and the
associated issues that result. For example, the number of stakeholders increases roughly
proportionately to the complexity of the system to resolve the ambiguity of system development.
That is, as system decomposition expands to make development manageable, the number of
interfaces, a representation of system complexity, increases and the number of stakeholders
required to develop the system and control the interfaces increases. Each stakeholder can be
seen as a beneficiary of the system with individual expectations of value. Architecting a system
that delivers value to all beneficiaries is an exercise in balance. Furthermore, the process of ...
architecting becomes an integration of, and mediation among, competing subsystems and
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interests - a time for rational and normative methodology (Rechtin, 1997)." A value framework
is one holistic perspective that can be utilized in product realization. More specifically, a
framework for lifecycle value provides a holistic view of system value, including lifecycle
considerations. It is believed that all stakeholders, regardless of individual differences, can agree
on the importance of value as a system attribute. In many cases some stakeholders interact with
a system only during a portion of its entire lifecycle. Considering lifecycle value is therefore a
unifying priority bringing all stakeholders together focusing on a common objective.
4.2 Processes, Attributes, and Interactions
One conceptual framework for lifecycle value has been initiated within LAI, developed
and characterized by the author, and is presented here. A model for value creation can be
thought of in three primary processes:
" Value Identification (I)
* Value Proposition (P)
* Value Delivery (D)
To clarify terminology, each of these processes is comprised of enabling practices. These
practices can be grouped into more general categories of process attributes. These attributes may
or may not span one or more of the processes in the model. Perhaps the more interesting
attributes are those that apply to all processes in the model.
It maybe helpful to clarify the model structure by thinking of it in terms of levels of
aggregation. The most aggregate level of the model (Level 0) is the lifecycle value created. The
first level of decomposition is the three value processes (Level 1). The next level the model
(Level 2) is the value attributes. The lowest level of the model (Level 3) consists of the
supporting practices. Understanding the aggregation of practices into attributes, attributes into
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process, and processes into lifecycle value may be useful to further illustrate the proposed
lifecycle value model structure.
4.2.1 Value Identification Process
This process involves identifying all stakeholders for a system, and articulating their needs
and expectations in the form of system goals. Stakeholders may represent customers, end-users,
acquirers, producers, developers, suppliers, financial supporters, political entities and/or
communities. Each stakeholder contributes unique information regarding corporate strategies
and partnerships, market analysis, financial expectations, consumer or operator needs,
certification and regulatory restrictions, and the timing of system development and availability
based on their perspective. Balance must then be established for the voice each stakeholder is
given regarding the system development.
4.2.2 Value Proposition Process
A key aspect of value creation is the transition from goals and ideas to a system
architecture and concept. Establishing a value proposition for a system involves balancing the
stakeholder expectations and contributions with the system goals based on the common objective
of creating lifecycle value. The combination of complexity in system design and the limits of
individual human comprehension typically prohibit a best value solution from being envisioned.
"There are just too many variables. There are too many stakeholders, and too many conflicting
interests (Rechtin, 1997)." Involving multiple stakeholders to cooperatively conceive and
develop a value proposition for a system is a practical way to manage the issues of system
design. It is critical to create alignment between the stakeholders regarding the value proposition
developed. Although it is certainly not expected that all stakeholders disregard their individual
differences, complete buy-in and support for a single value proposition for a system is a critical
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link between value identification and value delivery. The value proposition and stakeholder
support must then be clearly communicated throughout the enterprise. A good value proposition
considers several system concepts, but does not limit the resulting product form by its
specification.
4.2.3 Value Delivery Process
Value delivery is simply the process of creating and delivering the specified value
proposition. Despite being intuitively easy to understand, this is no small task. In fact, product
development work is almost entirely focused on value delivery. Utilizing strategies, practices,
tools, and methods to consider lifecycle value throughout product development facilitates value
delivery. Although the value proposition influences the success of value delivery, there are
many ways to develop and improve system lifecycle value working within a given value
proposition. Follow through on a value proposition via successful value delivery can establish
stakeholder reputation and credibility for future work.
4.2.4 Interactions
In addition to the processes, attributes, and practices, there are interactions in the model
that occur between these processes, and indeed may occur, at a lower level of the model,
between practices. There are two primary types of interactions that occur at the process level in
this value creation model.
The first type is the interaction between the three processes. The three processes are
interdependent, and furthermore there is an element of succession in the model since intuitively,
value proposition relies on value identification, and value delivery likewise relies on value
proposition and therefore inherently on value identification. This successive behavior
incorporates the notion of a time dynamic to the model. These are not static processes, and they
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may or may not have the same rate of evolution. The successive behavior of the model also
suggests forward and backward directions for the model, although this does not limit the
interaction between the processes. The influence of one process on another in the model can
occur either forward or backward. These interactions created by this two-way, dynamic
influence will be referred to as being internal to the model.
The other type of interaction is with the environment and context in which the value
creation exists. There are factors that can influence value creation which are not immediately
influenced by the value created. This is more of a one-way interaction between the external
environment and the value creation processes. This interaction is also dynamic and can occur
with one or more of the three processes in the model. These interactions will be referred to as
being external to the model. A graphical representation of these interactions is presented in the
figure below.
-- Internal Interaction
External Interaction
Figure 4.1: Interactions in Lifecycle Value Creation
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An example of an internal interaction is a change in requirements. Jumping ahead slightly,
value can be identified and represented as a value proposition in the form of technical and
programmatic requirements. These requirements are carried through the model to ensure
delivery of the identified value. If another use of the system is identified as valuable, the
requirements (value proposition) must change which causes a response in the value delivery
processes to incorporate these changes.
An example of external interactions for a defense system is the fall of the Berlin wall. This
historic event had significant impact on defense systems that were under development at the
time. Value of systems before the collapse was different than the value of systems afterward.
While faint, indirect correlation could possibly be drawn suggesting the development of such
systems (their value creation) influenced the global change that resulted from the fall. Changes
in the development and delivery of defense systems throughout the world have clearly been
impacted by the new European climate.
4.3 Attributes
Recall that each case studied contributed significant qualitative data in the forms of
interview transcripts, program meeting observation, and program documentation. This
information was sorted by clustering related groups and looking for emergent patterns for each
group. This particular method of analysis by categorization resulted in identification of six value
process attributes that emerged as common patterns in the aggregate data from all cases studied:
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Each attribute has emerged as having significant impact on lifecycle value. The
importance of these attributes is strengthened by evidence that suggests that these attributes span
the entire value creation model. They are mentioned now as relevant to the model structure, but
will be specified in more detail in the next chapter.
4.4 Model Illustration
This model can be illustrated in numerous ways, although it is difficult to identify a
depiction that captures the processes, their attributes, and the interactions clearly. An illustration
of the value model that has been identified as useful is shown in the figure below. An alternative
figure, useful for presentation purposes, is available in appendix B.
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Figure 4.2: Lifecycle Value Creation Model
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4.5 Existing Frameworks
There are a large number of existing frameworks and models of three relevant topics,
namely value engineering and management, lifecycle analysis, and systems engineering. These
three areas were introduced in detail in chapter 1. An important question is "why create another
model on any of these topics?" The answer lies simply in the statement made earlier about the
number of existing models. To consider value characteristics, lifecycle issues, and system
development, multiple models are required. In defense of the proposed value creation model as
an interesting and useful perspective, consideration is given to all three of these areas in a single
model. Furthermore, the proposed value creation model has evolved from a theoretical
framework into a detailed model of current industry practices by comparison with existing
models and incorporating evidence from case study data.
Representative models from value management, lifecycle consideration, and system
architecture have been selected for comparison; each model was introduced in chapter 1. The
evaluation presented below further develops the value creation model in the process of
comparison with the existing models.
Creating a mapping between the models is straightforward. Each model takes a different
approach to characterizing a system. But, the desired outcome of each approach is a system that
delivers value with consideration of its entire lifecycle, and elements of each model can be found
in the others. Certainly identifying the relationship between the models helps further describe
each individually.
4.5.1 Value Management Model
"Value management addresses the value process during the concept, definition,
implementation, and operation phases of a project. It encompasses a set of systematic and
logical procedures and techniques to enhance project value... (ICE, 1996)." The approach of the
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value management model is very similar to the value creation model, although, each of the
applications of value management overlaps with more than one process in the value creation
model. The figure below illustrates the mapping between the two models, and appendix C
contains a table specifying a more detailed correlation between the value management and the
value creation models.
Value Management
...... . .......... : ..ej~k::..........
.. . . . . . .m-- - - - eng m eer m g:
Value planningVa
Value Identification J Value Proposition :J Value Delivery
Figure 4. Mapping of Value Creation to Value Management
4.5.2 System Lifecycle Model
Like the value creation model, the process of design evolution throughout the system
lifecycle must be tailored to account for specific system requirements. The figure below depicts
the correlation between the lifecycle process model described earlier and the value creation
model. A table in appendix D further details the correlation.
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Figure 4.4: Mapping of Value Creation to System Lifecycle
4.5.3 System Architecture Model
A system architecture is only part of the value creation model, but the process of creating
this architecture considers many of the same elements that contribute to value creation. Both a
generic model of system architecture influences and the value creation model presented are
holistic views of a system.
The system architecture model dives into the details of the system architecting process,
leaving little uncertainty for the process stakeholders. The value creation model presents a more
general process that requires tailoring for each specific system based on the particular
stakeholders and context of the system. While there is a difference in approach, there are
similarities in the concepts, which are important to identify. The mapping between the
influences identified in Crawley's system architecture model and the value creation model
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described previously is shown in the figure below. The correlation is also captured by a more
detailed description in appendix E.
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Figure 4.5: Mapping of Value Creation to System Architecture Influences
4.6 Model Correlations
There are elements and interactions in the value creation model that are not represented in
either the value management, the system lifecycle, or the system architecture model which make
it impossible to identify a one-to-one mapping between value creation and any of the others.
Despite the lack of a one-to-one correlation, each pair has a primary similarity in concept that is
now apparent. Value creation and value management each take a broad approach that needs to
be tailored for each specific system application. The system lifecycle model and the value
creation model similarly present descriptions of system lifecycle; the lifecycle process model
presents a detailed depiction of each lifecycle phase and the associated processes, while the value
creation model spans the system lifecycle in three less discrete intervals. The value creation and
system architecture model both capture the notion of many influences coming from upstream and
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downstream of a system's architecture that need to be addressed to develop and identify an
effective (and therefore valuable) system concept, and furthermore that architectural decisions
impact the system throughout its lifecycle.
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5 VALUE PROCESS ATTRIBUTES
The following discussion of the value process attributes includes a detailed discussion of
each attribute and a listing of observed practices that are a compilation of the qualitative results
from the cases studied. The practices identified apply to one or more of the identification,
proposition, or delivery processes in the value creation model. In many cases a practice applies
to more than one process. For this reason, the practices are listed starting with those applying to
all three processes and then proceeding sequentially from identification through delivery. Listed
with each practice is an identification key that suggests the particular processes the practice is
likely to apply to. The letters indicated in parentheses, I, P, and/or D represent identification,
proposition, and delivery respectively. An alternative listing of the practices by value process is
available in appendix G.
5.1 Holistic Perspective
There are two main dimensions to the holistic perspective, consideration of the entire
system and consideration of the entire lifecycle. These two dimensions are inter-related and
often create special considerations for product development work. Complex systems involve a
wide range of requirements that are often conflicting. For products with long lifecycles,
consisting of subsystems and components with different rates of technological advances, this is
especially true. It is therefore essential to balance long-term demands such as upgradability,
maintenance, and repair, with more short-term demands, such as low unit costs and performance.
System complexity is another factor that plays into the up-front considerations of concept
exploration and product development, i.e. determining the definition and management of system
decomposition and interfaces.
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In value identification and value proposition, it is important to consider the entire system
and its lifecycle in order to integrate these perspectives in an effective manner. In the value
delivery process it is crucial to the success of the development work to communicate the full
context of the development program and system at all levels. It is important for people involved
in the program to be able to see their contribution respective to the entire program in order to
maintain motivation and coordinated development.
5.1.1 Practices
* (I, P, D) Balance the big picture program perspective with attention to detail in a day to day
working environment.
* (I, P) Incorporate consideration of lifecycle issues through flexibility in early systems
architecture.
e (I, P) Acknowledge and plan to accommodate the dynamic nature of a system's lifecycle.
* (I, P) Utilize techniques of negotiation to handle conflicting expectations in the program.
* (P) Follow the philosophy that the "airplane is the boss" to establish priority of the system
over individual stakeholder interests when trades are made.
e (P) Make program trades with a long-term view of the path ahead instead of looking for
short-term rewards, resulting in collaborative relationships throughout the enterprise.
* (P) (Defense Systems) Utilize multi-year contracting where possible.
* (P) Create a program plan, a way to measure performance to this plan, and a recovery
strategy when it is required.
* (P) Incorporate a strategy of "graceful upgradability".
* (P, D) Align resource allocation relative to value priorities.
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e (D) Create lessons learned databases to capture, communicate, and apply experience-
generated learning.
e (D) Educate designers on lifecycle maintainability and reliability issues.
e (D) Incorporate design recommendations communicated from a variety of lifecycle
perspectives.
* (D) Coordinate design maturation and production planning to account for differences in
subsystems and components.
- One example is the coordination of interdependent development efforts with long
production lead-time items.
* (D) Balance and integrate all design variables and constraints to prevent sub-optimization.
* (D) Promote the idea that the system is never "good enough" to incorporate continuous
improvement in the organizational culture.
* (D) Leverage the general principle that what improves maintainability of an aircraft usually
also improves produceability.
5.2 Organizational Factors
Cross-functional teams in early phases can be very beneficial for a project especially
considering the increased collaboration between many functions that span the system's lifecycle.
"The objective of collaboration is to create a richer, more comprehensive appreciation of the
problem among the stakeholders than any one of them could construct alone (Hickman, 1998)."
Although collaborations provide many benefits, this research has brought out an appropriate
caution that the institutionalization of IPTs can lead to increased integration experience at the
cost of specialized competence. "Functional fragmentation of business processes leads to
interface problems and a high coordinational effort (Molina, 1998)." Striving to balance
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functional development with collaborative integration is a significant issue in organizational
structure.
Although IPTs are an important organizational issue, there are other factors that also
contribute to lifecycle value. "Lacking integral sense of responsibility leads to an unnecessary
waste of resources. Lacking information transparency often leads to wrong decisions. Lacking
cost transparency supports principalities and area egotism. Lacking adaptability to changing
environmental conditions jeopardizes business success (Molina, 1998)." These issues relate to
organizational structure and the associated cultural traditions. "By cultural is meant a team
characterized by informal creativity, easy interpersonal relationships, trust, and respect, all
characteristics for team efficiency, exchange of ideas, and by personal identification with a
shared vision (Rechtin, 1997)." In addition to multi-disciplinary teams, the enterprise culture is
an important organizational factor, of which the shared vision is an important aspect.
Commitment to a shared vision makes the system development environment less fragile and can
facilitate program success; not sharing or committing to a common vision is likely to result in
failure to meet program objectives (INCOSE, 1997).
5.2.1 Practices
* (I, P, D) Follow a "drop dead" philosophy.
- Document your job so that someone could come in the next day and pick it up where you
left off.
e (I, P) Involve many functional areas of all enterprise stakeholders early in the program
definition process balancing cost, schedule, and technical performance to establish common
objectives.
o (P, D) Empower product teams to operate as product-focused, mini-business units.
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* (P, D) Utilize a value stream approach to consider design decisions, involving all value
stream stakeholders.
* (D) Collocate product and people.
* (D) Align organizational structure to the product work breakdown structure, establishing
multi-disciplinary teams.
e (D) Maintain a stable workforce capability by creating opportunities for career and skill
development programs.
e (D) Use IPT structure to broaden functional responsibilities, facilitating the development of a
flexible workforce.
* (D) Hold coordination meetings between leaders of different projects to communicate status
of cost and schedule.
* (D) Balance functional specialization with integration knowledge by shifting the focus of
support between functional and IPT organizations throughout development efforts as
appropriate.
- As an example, development work can be done either in a functional organization,
promoting specialization, or in an IPT organization, promoting integration experience,
and while neither is optimal for all development work, both have advantages that can be
utilized more effectively.
* (D) Utilize a matrix structure to combine teams aligned with each customer with a system
integration team, supporting cross-customer communication and learning.
* (D) Incorporate specialization at the corporate level through focus on core competencies and
integration at system development level.
* (D) Integrate functional and product organizations through standard business practices.
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0 (D) Involve customer participation in development IPTs.
5.3 Requirements and Metrics
Establishing clear requirements with measurable target values is a difficult task that relies
on both maintaining a holistic perspective and being able to balance many different expectations
for the system. As early as value identification and proposition, requirements are an important
aspect of system development. Substantial long-term savings can be achieved by identifying and
integrating a product's lifecycle costs into early requirements development (INCOSE, 1997).
Requirements and metrics developed as part of the value proposition may be an incomplete or
inadequate representation of the system due to lack of understanding of the complexity or
emergent properties of the system. Acknowledgement of this phenomenon, structuring the
requirements to incorporate flexibility, and appropriate articulation of requirements when they
are created can facilitate incorporating the value attributes of the system. "If the enterprise does
not properly define and manage the evolving requirements set, the ultimate end product will not
provide stakeholders with the expected solution (INCOSE, 1997)."
In a complex system, incorporating, allocating, and measuring technical requirements is
an integral part of the value delivery for the system. Monitoring progress of the system
development through common and well understood metrics enables assurance of thorough
incorporation of the system and the program requirements. Communication of the requirements
and the respective metrics is important to promote responsibility and accountability for the
performance of the system. The customer desires represented by the value proposition may
include requirements for system development in terms of cost and schedule performance of the
program in addition to the technical requirements for the system. Appropriate management of
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these requirements is a key factor in the success of programs with the focus on affordable and
timely systems gaining importance in the modem aerospace industry.
5.3.1 Practices
e (I, P) Properly judge state of the art technology to facilitate programming high-risk
developments off critical paths.
* (P) Promote a lifecycle perspective by incorporating incentives to met lifecycle requirements,
such as lifecycle cost and lifecycle support.
* (P) Establish metrics to evaluate lifecycle requirements.
* (P) Careful analysis of cost and technical requirements to assess the implications of a
selected system decomposition during development on reducing supportability issues in the
long term.
- One example is the calculation of reliabilities down to the component level to reduce the
amount of maintenance required for a subsystem.
" (P) Work within specification framework and terminology to establish actual goals for
development efforts.
- Specifications are often not clearly written and may not adequately communicate the
system requirements.
e (P) Ensure that requirements accurately reflect customers' value expectations.
* (P) Include consideration of objectives for entire lifecycle in requirements.
e (P, D) Structure program to absorb changes with minimal impact by using a block upgrade
strategy.
* (P, D) Incorporate plans for growth, upgradability, and technological development in design
work.
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e (P, D) Identify a fixed total development cost target as a goal-oriented way to maintain focus
on near-term development cost and schedule plans.
e (D) Empower people to make decisions through the flow down of requirements and metrics
creating Responsibility, Authority, and Accountability (RAA).
* (D) Share metrics weekly throughout the enterprise.
e (D) Incorporate Earned Value tracking of cost and schedule metrics through a "perform to
plan" philosophy.
* (D) Determine when a "good enough" solution is achieved and move on in the development
work to maintain schedule performance.
* (D) Utilize stop light (red, yellow, green) system of visually reporting metrics to promote
common and efficient evaluation of data.
5.4 Tools and Methods
During the product development process some tools and methods have proved to be strong
enablers for the design work. There has been a growing need for tools to support development of
increasingly complex products. The development of these types of tools has been propelled by
the rapid development in the information technology industry. "The internet and other recent
technology advances have enabled business-to-business integration: linking your business tightly
with those of your value network partners to provide a quantum leap in competitiveness (Ross,
1999)." Many of the issues with supporting tools are due to difficulties in integrating the tools
with each other and with existing processes.
Another useful tool set is that of systems engineering. Systems engineering is a holistic
approach to system development based on a well-defined set of practices, tools, and methods.
Using a systems engineering approach helps the team pursue stakeholder expectations (INCOSE,
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1997). One such method and tool from systems engineering is risk management. Systematic
risk management is one way to facilitate evaluation and maintenance of the technical, cost, and
schedule performance of the program. Risk management ties together several aspects of a
program by tracing the effects of trade-off decisions. "Refined specifications are developed by
assessing the actual technological constraints and the expected production costs using analytical
and physical models. During this refinement phase the team must make difficult trade-offs
among various desirable characteristics of the product (Ulrich, 1995)." Effectively utilizing tools
can enhance trade-off decisions by providing and communicating useful data and information for
each option. Of course, unlimited resources can not be invested to perform analysis and obtain
information; this is always a limiting factor in tool usage. To accuracy of data is typically
proportional to the resources of time and effort invested. Improvement and integration of tools
may help to alleviate this current restriction.
5.4.1 Practices
e (I, P, D) Utilized internet technology and company web sites enable sharing data and
information within the enterprise, ensuring timely and efficient access to data.
* (I, P, D) Consider analysis of all value attributes at the same system level.
- As an example, component performance and production schedule should be evaluated
with respect to component cost, not subsystem or system cost.
* (I, P, D) Consciously think through and process significant events, reviews, meetings,
decisions, etc. immediately after they occur to capture information.
* (I, P, D) Identify best practices through benchmarking.
* (I, P) Roadmap emerging technology to plan for technology insertion accordingly.
* (P, D) Use systems engineering practices in product design.
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* (P, D) Define common databases, tools, and practices for use throughout the value chain.
e (P, D) Utilize a structured, stable review process.
e (P, D) Incorporate the customers' value priorities into business case evaluation.
* (P, D) Utilize a business case evaluation thought process focused on program goals to
evaluate decisions.
* (D) Incorporate a structured risk management process including mitigation plans to fix
problems systematically using root cause analysis that is shared throughout the enterprise.
e (D) Incorporate design for manufacturing and assembly.
e (D) Use common CAD modeling software across the enterprise.
* (D) Evaluate design changes using a structured method from an operations perspective to
reduce preventative maintenance.
* (D) Increase compatibility between modeling and analysis tools to increase productivity.
* (D) Integrate Product Data Management (PDM) and configuration management databases to
enable seamless information flow.
* (D) Maintain a willingness to change configuration to reflect system evolution.
e (D) Identify and incorporate tools that link lifecycle data to performance design.
e (D) Utilize closed-loop corrective action procedures.
* (D) Standardize processes to yield predictable results.
e (D) Follow international standards to increase flexibility in a global market.
* (D) Utilize experiential learning through maintaining continuity of the workforce.
5.5 Enterprise Relationships
"Today's world is characterized by vast and interdependent organized systems (Hickman,
1998)." The working relationships within a system enterprise are only one example where this
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characterization is apparent. Establishing cooperative relationships around common objectives is
a key enabling factor in creating a supportable value proposition. The timing of these
relationships is perhaps as important as the relationships themselves. "Traditional" ways of
doing business are established and modeled after early encounters between stakeholders. "The
efficacy of these relationships [face-to-face, within-group, and intergroup] invariably rests on the
quality and richness of interpersonal communication and information processing activities: how
individuals and groups share data, agree on agendas and goals, and iron out conflicts as they go
about their work (Garvin, 1995)."
Building on the relationships that have been established through the value identification
and proposition work maintains continuity of program goals through the lifecycle of the system.
Value delivery typically requires an increase in work force to meet the established targets set in
the value proposition. Significant changes in organizational size and structure can add pressure
to relationships in the enterprise. To effectively sustain these relationships, there are several
approaches that may be uniquely appropriate to various common interactions. For instance,
supplier management extends beyond the core of the system enterprise requiring practices that
may not apply as directly to relationships between members of the core enterprise.
"Organizationally, the firm is embedded in a web of cooperative relations with such stakeholders
as supplier, creditors, customers, employees, and various community organizations. Unless these
relationships are protected, the performance of the firm cannon be assured, let alone enhanced
(Evan, 1993)."
5.5.1 Practices
* (I, P, D) Establish and maintain program credibility.
* (I, P, D) Require open and honest communication.
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- Encourage and reward asking for help needed.
* (I, P, D) Utilize knowledge throughout the enterprise regardless of where it originates.
* (I, P, D) Share responsibility for decisions throughout the value chain using a well-defined
process.
* (I, P, D) Maintain organizational counterparts throughout the enterprise with active working
relationships to facilitate efficient communication and problem solving.
* (I, P, D) Create and maintain leadership alignment across enterprise.
e (I, P, D) Create working relationships to understand customer culture, i.e. their value system,
approach, attitude, expectations, and issues.
e (I, P, D) Maintain a two-way dialog in working relationships, do not do all of the talking or
all of the listening, but some of both.
* (I, P, D) Value people for the skills they contribute to the program with mutual respect and
appreciation.
* (I, P, D) Align management to focus on each customer individually rather than all customers
together to understand their distinctions.
* (I, P, D) Treat technical intellectual property of all stakeholders with respect to build trust.
e (I, P, D) Focus on core competencies.
e (I, P) Carefully choose suppliers to consider lifecycle issues such as maintainability and
supportability of acquired components.
e (P) (Defense Systems) Tie award fee periods to key program milestones, each having unique
criteria clearly communicated at the beginning of each period to optimize the flexibility of
the contract to changing requirements.
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* (P) Account and plan for adequate support of expanded supplier development
responsibilities.
e (P, D) Utilize economic risk sharing among industrial partners to introduce accountability for
program performance.
* (P, D) Utilize profit sharing relationships as an incentive for innovative development work.
e (P, D) Incorporate early make/buy decisions to reduce development cost.
e (P, D) Jointly establish and implement a design verification program.
- One example is utilizing an Integrated Test Team to work effectively with all enterprise
stakeholders to resolve issues found during test.
* (P, D) Jointly establish targets for continuous improvement using a structured process.
e (P, D) Maintain visibility of enterprise relationships throughout levels of each organization to
prevent sub-optimization.
* (D) Incentivize behavior corresponding to development targets.
- One example is an "incentive ladder" to promote on-schedule development activity.
5.6 Leadership and Management
Leadership and management practices are important facilitators to achieve best lifecycle
value for a system. The distinction between leadership and management is important.
"Leadership and management have different focuses but function interdependently to produce
outcomes that sustain integrity, vision, values, and wholeness, while meeting the goals for which
the organization was established (Hickman, 1998)." This difference is illustrated in the figure
below.
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Management Focus in Organizations
Figure 5.1: Leadership and Management in Organizations
(adapted from Hickman, 1998)
The authority relationship of management between managers and subordinates is for the
purpose of coordinating activities to develop, produce, and sell particular goods and/or services
(Hickman, 1998). Leadership on the other hand reduces the feelings of anonymity,
powerlessness, and lack of relationship to the whole that many people feel as part of a large
impersonal organization (Hickman, 1998). "Most leadership today is an attempt to accomplish
purposes through (or in spite of) large, intricately organized systems. There is no possibility that
centralized authority can call all the shots in such systems, whether the system is a corporation or
a nation. Individuals in all segments and at all levels must be prepared to exercise leader-like
initiative and responsibility, using their local knowledge to solve problems at their level
(Gardner, 1990)."
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Leadership Focus in Organizations
Leadership throughout an enterprise is critical, but in many cases, the external view of a
program relies on the reputation and credibility of the management involved. It is this external
view that ultimately determines how well the program has delivered on the system value
proposition. As an example, political influences are typically generated from such an external
perspective. They play a significant role in the acquisition and development of systems in the
aerospace industry. Appropriate program management training and implementation are essential
to realize the value proposition for the system. "In the face of massive uncertainty, managers
must make complex choices with few precedents or guidelines; the resulting processes seldom
repeat themselves exactly. Moreover, seemingly minor variations in processes can have major
impacts (Garvin, 1995)." Identifying and standardizing these processes can facilitate the
authority role of management while incorporating various personal styles of leadership. Perhaps
the most important role of leadership and management practices is in establishing the appropriate
program culture that ties together many of the individual practices and strategies that have been
observed and identified through lessons learned from this case work.
5.6.1 Practices
* (I, P, D) Establish and maintain high expectations for program success.
* (I, P, D) Program leadership emphasizes credibility.
e (I, P, D) Leadership brings people together and facilitates working together by preventing
strong personalities from taking over.
* (I, P, D) Identify a small number of goals and objectives that articulate what the program is
set up to do, how it will do it, and what the success criteria will be. Repeat these goals and
objectives consistently and often.
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e (I, P, D) Create and portray a homogeneous management perspective based on a common
vision.
- This is especially critical regarding external interactions.
e (I, P, D) Incentivize behavior by recognition of successes.
* (P, D) Manage out-sourced development work according to the level of maturity of the
technology.
* (P, D) Establish clear roles for decision makers within a well-defined process to facilitate
decision making.
e (P, D) Utilize program management training.
* (P, D) Create buy-in of schedules and resource allocation for the program.
e (P, D) Model and promote a proactive culture to address system and program issues.
e (P, D) Manage by team to balance the individual priorities of each person involved.
e (D) Create strategies and practices that can be adhered to through management transitions.
* (D) Management support mentality to provide adequate resources to solve development
issues effectively.
- Envision an upside-down organization chart.
e (D) Management push to evaluate the alternative no growth (in cost or weight) solution in
terms of risk to understand a complete set of decision alternatives.
* (D) Emphasize the importance of schedule performance to prevent coordination problems
and bottlenecks that may cause unnecessary design changes.
* (D) Empower people to accept responsibility by promoting the motto "ask for forgiveness
rather than ask for permission".
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e (D) Promote excellence under "normal" circumstances instead of hero-behavior in "crisis"
situations.
5.7 Attribute Interactions
The various practices captured from this work give strength to the value creation model by
incorporating successful program experiences. They also complicate the model by adding
addition internal interactions. The practices are not mutually exclusive, independent, or
exhaustive. Some of them overlap, some conflict each other, and some are missing. No process
or attribute is completely represented, and because the practices are only based on collected case
study data, the value processes and attributes are not represented equally.
In addition to interactions between the attributes resulting from specific practices, some
interactions are an artifact of the data analysis and reduction process. Recall that the attributes
emerged from patterns in clusters of qualitative data. Patterns were selected as attributes based
on significance as determined in part by level of incidence in the data. The attributes in some
cases are closely related. For example, organizational factors, i.e. the particular structure of an
organization, and associated considerations, and enterprise relationships, i.e. both interpersonal
and organizational relationships, have some similar characteristics. On such characteristic is
organizational culture. This may be influenced by a particular organizational structure, and it in
turn influences both interpersonal and organizational relationships within an enterprise. In any
case, organizational culture spans multiple attributes, but in the data analysis, there were other
significant factors that identified one attribute from the other.
Another type of interaction at the attribute level results from a common enabler of multiple
attributes. For example, holistic perspective, leadership and management, and enterprise
relationships are all enabled by good communication. The influence of this common
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characteristic on multiple attributes is important to recognize, in that it suggests dependence
between the attributes. Separating the complicated web of practices into identifiable attributes is
only complete with acknowledgment and understanding of the interactions that connect both the
attributes and the practices.
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6 CAPABILITY MODELS
6.1 Background
Capability maturity models are often used to describe process environments. They are a
way to relate qualitative information into specific quantitative measures. These models are
typically five level models utilized for self-assessment purposes. The can also be used to
strategically plan process improvements. A capability model can be thought of as a two
dimensional matrix, one dimension being the various levels, and the second dimension being the
processes themselves; each level of the model represents various capabilities in a sequential and
cumulative manner from the lowest level of capability to the highest. Such simple, two-
dimensional matrices are one particularly useful way to visual qualitative data, by bringing
"relevant data together in a way that will encourage the drawing of conclusions (Robson, 1993)."
In this section the term capability model and capability matrix are used interchangeably.
6.2 Analysis of Best Practices
The qualitative data from the cases studied was clustered into groups based on emergent
patterns and then these groups were related to the theoretical value creation model in the form of
attributes for each value process (identification, proposition, and delivery). Variation in both the
level of importance and the level of implementation of the practices captured was observed. This
variation is apparent when the practices are clustered into attributes, and are presented in the
form of a capability model matrix.
The practices collected were used to anchor the capability matrices. In each case, practices
relevant to value identification, value proposition, and value delivery were used to develop the
matrices. The levels of capability were determined by extrapolating the information so that each
level in the matrix is cumulative, i.e. each higher level builds on the previous levels.
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Each matrix summarizes the practices and highlights significant strategies extracted from
the case studies. Level 1 represents no understanding or consideration of lifecycle value issues.
Level 5 represents exceptional understanding and implementation of practices to support
lifecycle value. Collected practices are not at equal levels of maturity. Additionally, it is
important to note that the data presented in these capability matrices is in agreement with
research on the related topic of best practices for front-end requirements development processes
(Wirthlin, 2000).
The data is presented in the following tables in terms of capability matrices for each
process attribute, identifying capability levels for value identification, proposition, and delivery.
These matrices could also be presented in terms of the three processes, identifying the capability
levels for each attribute pertaining to that process. This form of presentation is recognized as
useful and is presented in appendix H.
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Table 6.1: Capability Model for Holistic Perspective Through Value Creation
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5
Focus:
What is the desired
How is it defined?
Desired system
capability is
unknown and not
all stakeholder
contributions are
identified.
system capability?
Desired system
capability is
identified in terms
of form only;
some stakeholder
contributions are
identified
Desired system
capability is
identified mostly
in terms of form
with some
consideration of
function. Core
enterprise
stakeholder
contributions are
clearly
communicated.
Desired system
capability is
identified mostly
in terms of
function with
specification of
form. All
enterprise
stakeholder
contributions are
clearly
communicated.
Desired system
capability is
identified in terms
of function only.
All enterprise
stakeholder
contributions are
clearly
communicated.
Focus:
How can flexibility be incorporated?
How can the system architecture accommodate lifecycle requirements?
System Flexibility in Flexibility for Flexibility for Flexibility in the
architecture system lifecycle issues is lifecycle issues is system
P decisions are made architecture incorporated incorporated in the architecture is
with little decisions is inconsistently in system incorporated
consideration of considered as a the system architecture. through a strategy
required flexibility way to incorporate architecture. for "graceful
for lifecycle lifecycle issues. upgradability".
issues.
Focus:
What visibility exists for the system, its interfaces, and its lifecycle?
Awareness of
several levels of
the system with
little or no
consideration of
its lifecycle.
Awareness of
entire system with
little or no
consideration of
its lifecycle.
Good awareness
of the entire
system with some
lifecycle
considerations.
Good awareness
of the entire
system and its
entire lifecycle.
Exceptional
awareness of
entire system and
full
implementation of
lifecycle issues.
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Table 6.2: Capability Model for Organizational Factors Through Value Creation
Level 1 Level2 Level3 Level4 Level5
Focus:
Who are the system stakeholders?
What role do they each play in a discussion
Few stakeholders
are represented,
and system value
is not considered
as the focal point
for any discussion
or decisions.
Some enterprise
stakeholders are
represented.
Value is
considered as part
of the discussion
regarding a
system.
focused on system value?
Representatives of
core enterprise
stakeholders
contribute to value
focused decisions.
Representatives
for all enterprise
stakeholders
contribute to the
value discussion.
Representatives
for all enterprise
stakeholders
contribute to the
value discussion.
They have the
authority to make
value decisions for
their organization.
Focus:
What visibility do stakeholders have to various system decisions?
What participation do stakeholders have in system value trade-offs?
System and System and System and System and System and
program decisions program decisions program decisions program decisions program decisions
are made by one are made by some are made are made are made
or a few of the of the enterprise collectively by all collectively by all collectively by all
enterprise stakeholders with enterprise enterprise enterprise
stakeholders with little or no stakeholders with stakeholders with stakeholders
little or no consideration of some some focused on
consideration of lifecycle issues. consideration of consideration of lifecycle value for
lifecycle issues. lifecycle issues. lifecycle value. the system.
Focus:
Are effective product
Functionally
specialized
working groups,
with little cross-
functional
interaction.
based teams aligned with a relevant system decomposition?
Informal cross-
functional working
relationships.
Formal cross-
functional
structure in
effective product
IPTs.
Effective product
IPTs aligned with
product
decomposition and
empowered by
management
support.
Effective product
IPTs aligned with
product
decomposition and
empowered by
management
support. Balance
between functional
and product
responsibilities
created through
shared business
processes.
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Table 6.3: Capability Model for Requirements and Metrics Through Value Creation
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5
Focus:
Are stakeholder expectations clearly communicated?
Stakeholders do
not share their
expectations.
Stakeholder
expectations are
expressed
inconsistently.
Core enterprise
stakeholder
expectations are
clearly
communicated.
All enterprise
stakeholder
expectations are
communicated,
but level of
consistency may
vary between
stakeholders.
All enterprise
stakeholder
expectations are
clearly
communicated.
Focus:
Are both technical and programmatic requirements defined to reflect stakeholder expectations and
contributions regarding the system?
Do these requirements have established target values and measurable metrics?
Requirements and
metrics are
understood but
may or may not be
concretely
established with
little or no
consideration of
lifecycle issues.
Requirements and
metrics are
established and
may or may not
include lifecycle
considerations.
Requirements and
metrics are well
established with
target values.
They include
lifecycle
considerations and
are communicated
throughout the
enterprise.
Focus:
Are metrics tracked and shared throughout the enterprise?
Is metric tracking used for proactive program management?
Progress based on
metrics is not
known. No
structured plan
exists to
incorporate
changes in
requirements.
Progress based on
metrics is used for
reporting purposes
in some parts of
the enterprise.
Changes in
requirements are
incorporated
without regard for
system level
implications.
Progress based on
metrics is shared
regularly (perhaps
monthly or
quarterly) in
various parts of
the enterprise for
program
management.
Changes in
requirements are
incorporated with
some
consideration of
system level
issues.
Requirements and
metrics are well
established with
target values.
They include
lifecycle
considerations and
are articulated and
communicated
unambiguously.
Progress based on
metrics is shared
regularly
throughout the
enterprise for
program
management.
Changes in
requirements are
incorporated
considering
implications
throughout the
entire system.
Requirements and
metrics are well
established with
target values.
They include
lifecycle
considerations and
are articulated and
communicated
unambiguously,
resulting from
close interaction
amongst enterprise
stakeholders
focused on
lifecycle value.
Progress based on
metrics is shared
weekly throughout
the enterprise for
proactive program
management. A
common strategy
to incorporate
changes in
requirements is
utilized throughout
the enterprise to
consider the entire
system.
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Table 6.4: Capability Model for Tools and Methods Through Value Creation
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5
Focus:
Are state of the art and emerging technologies properly assessed? (This can help determine appropriate
tools and methods to be used during value proposition and delivery.)
Current state of
the art and future
technologies are
unknown.
State of the art
technologies are
considered using a
structured process.
State of the art
technologies are
properly judged
using a structured
process.
Focus:
Is a structured holistic approach used to decide and understand
System and
program trade-offs
are made with
little or no
consideration of
lifecycle issues.
System and
program trade-offs
are made
considering some
lifecycle issues.
System and
program trade-offs
are made
considering most
lifecycle value
attributes. The
need to follow a
structured method
is identified.
State of the art
technologies are
properly judged
and some
consideration is
given emerging
technologies using
a structured
process.
State of the art and
emerging
technology are
properly judged
and planned for
accordingly using
a structured
process.
the implications of system trade-offs?
System and
program trade-offs
are made
considering all
lifecycle value
attributes. A
systems
engineering
approach is
established.
System and
program trade-offs
are made
considering all
lifecycle value
attributes with
equal credibility.
A fully integrated
systems
engineering
approach is
implemented.
Single interface to
access multiple
services provided
by common fully
integrated tools.
Common
standardized
processes are
shared throughout
the enterprise.
Tools may or may
not be used on an
individual basis.
Processes may or
may not have been
considered.
Multiple tools
serving the same
functions.
Processes may or
may not be
established.
Common tools for
each function.
Processes are
established but
inconsistent
throughout the
enterprise.
Common tools
fully integrated
between functions.
Processes are
standardized to
yield predictable
results.
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Focus:
Are tools used common and fully integrated through standard processes?
I I
Table 6.5: Capability Model for Enterprise Relationships Through Value Creation
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5
TIFocus:
Is stakeholder leadership aligned on a common system value definition?
Do stakeholders share their perspective through open communication?
Stakeholder
leadership focused
on individual
organization
priorities with
little
communication
facilitating
common
understanding of
the system value.
Identification of
various
organizational
cultures of
backgrounds
communicated
through unique
system
perspectives for
each stakeholder
leader.
Acknowledgement
and sensitivity to
organizational
cultural
differences of
various
stakeholder
leaders, resulting
from open
communication.
Understanding of
organizational
cultural
differences of
various
stakeholder
leaders,
facilitating
communication
focusing on
common system
priorities.
Full leadership
alignment
throughout the
enterprise based
on open two-way
communication,
establishing
program and
system credibility.
optimize system development in the
Focus on core
competencies with
support for
development
spread throughout
the entire
enterprise.
Strategic risk
sharing through a
focus on core
competencies with
resources and
responsibility
allocated
appropriately
throughout the
enterprise to
manage
development
efforts.
Development
effort concentrated
in one
organization with
little interaction
between members
of the enterprise.
Inconsistent
working
relationships in
some areas of the
organization.
Strong sense of
ownership for
organizational
responsibilities,
with oversight
required to
manage any
external
development
efforts.
Consistent
working
relationships at
some levels of the
organization.
Identification of
core competencies
and the need to
share development
responsibility and
risk throughout the
extended
enterprise.
Consistent
working
relationships and
communication at
all levels of the
organization and
through some of
the enterprise.
Consistent
working
relationships and
communication
throughout the
extended
enterprise.
Consistent
working
relationships and
communication
throughout the
extended
enterprise
optimized for each
stakeholder by
differentiated
levels of visibility.
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Focus:
Is there a focus on the core competencies of each stakeholder to
enterprise?
Z,
I
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Focus:
Does open communication create an enterprise culture based on a consistent standard of working
relationships?
Table 6.6: Capability Model for Leadership and Management Through Value Creation
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5
Focus:
Can the system value be stated in terms of a small number of goals and objectives for the system and
program?
Goals and
objectives for the
system and
program vary for
each stakeholder.
In general they are
unclear or may be
unknown.
Goals and
objectives of the
system and
program are
identified from
communication
between a few
stakeholders.
Other stakeholders
may or may not be
aware of these
goals and
objectives.
Goals and
objectives for the
system and
program are
identified by a few
stakeholders and
then
communicated to
the rest of the
enterprise.
Goals and
objectives for the
system and
program are
identified with
agreement from
most stakeholders
and then
communicated to
the other
stakeholders.
A small number of
common goals and
objectives for the
system and
program are
identified and
have been bought
into by all
stakeholders. They
define what will
be done, how it
will be done, and
what the success
criteria are.
Focus:
Are program management practices consistent with value based goals and objectives?
Is there a homogeneous management perspective portrayed throughout the enterprise?
Management focus
on individual
stakeholder
priorities. There is
no visibility for
any stakeholder
decisions that are
made.
Management
acknowledgement
of the potential of
identifying
common system
value priorities.
There is visibility
to decisions made,
but they are based
on individual
stakeholder value
systems.
Management
agreement on the
need for common
system value
priorities.
Structured
process(es) with
visibility are used
for decision
making relating to
system value
priorities.
Management
support for
common system
value priorities
based on well-
defined, structured
process(es) for
decision making,
with visibility to
all stakeholders.
Homogeneous
management
perspective exists
regarding system
value priorities
stemming from a
shared process for
decision making,
with visibility to
all stakeholders.
Focus:
Do individuals throughout the enterprise take on leadership roles?
Are there clear roles and responsibilities for distributed leadership?
Individual
leadership
characteristics
exhibited
inconsistently.
Good individual
leadership.
Good individual
leadership with
clear roles and
responsibilities.
Good individual
leadership with
clear roles and
responsibilities
with a
management
support mentality
to create buy-in to
program
responsibilities.
Good individual
leadership with
clear roles and
responsibilities
with a
management
support mentality
to create buy-in to
program
responsibilities
following
identified "best"
management
strategies that can
be adhered to.
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6.3 Significance of Capability Models
It is appropriate to emphasize that the capability models were developed as a useful form of
presentation for the case study data. Matrices, in general, provide a clear format to illustrate
large quantities of categorized qualitative information. Reducing the qualitative data from the
cases studied to the capability models was supported by the variation in observed level of
understanding and maturity of the practices identified. The author recognizes that significant
interpretation of the results was required to articulate the levels of each capability matrix.
Although strongly supported and anchored by the actual case study data, the capability models
represent only one method of processing and representing the data collected. The matrices have
been presented for illustrative purposes. In addition, they are potentially useful for applications
such as self-assessment, but additional work would be required to test and validate the models
before it would be appropriate to fully implement them in any fashion.
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7 CONCLUSION
7.1 Summary
Improvements in technologies and tools have facilitated coordinated development efforts
throughout an extended enterprise. Combined with increased pressure to develop affordable
systems, the need for holistic system approaches to development work based on common
objectives has emerged. Three existing approaches were identified: value analysis, consideration
of system lifecycle, and systems engineering. This research investigated another approach that
aggregates essential characteristics of the three existing approaches. Specifically, the
consideration of lifecycle value for complex systems was explored through case studies from the
aerospace industry. Four cases were studied in order to, first characterize a common
understanding of lifecycle value, and second capture enabling practices and strategies for
achievement of lifecycle value.
A theoretical lifecycle value creation framework consisting of three processes: value
identification, value proposition, and value delivery, was developed. This development was
facilitated by the characterization of a common understanding of lifecycle value. This model
was compared and contrasted to three other related models from the existing approaches
identified: one for value management, one of a system lifecycle process, and one depicting
influences on system architecture as an example of a systems engineering model. Considering
multiple approaches to characterize lifecycle value, through value analysis, system lifecycle
consideration, and systems engineering supported the evolution of a theoretical lifecycle value
model and resulted in a more refined understanding of value creation.
Six attributes, common to all three processes in the theoretical framework, emerged from
the analysis of qualitative case study results. Evaluation of the results based on the lifecycle
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value model has led to codification of the observed practices and strategies into capability
maturity matrices for the three value creation processes based on six process attributes. With
further work, these matrices could be potentially useful as a program management self-
assessment tool to facilitate achievement of lifecycle value. More importantly, as a product of
this work, they are a synthesized presentation of the practices and strategies captured from the
four cases studied.
The systems investigated exhibited variation in the level of capability for each attribute of
the value creation processes. Each system exhibited significant awareness of lifecycle value, and
although there is evidence suggesting achievement of lifecycle value, more progress can be made
in the implementation of enabling practices.
7.2 Recommendations for Future Work
The primary area for future work lies in model validation. Although the capability models
developed are useful to capture the practices and strategies of the cases studied, in order to be
useful and applicable for programs as self-assessment or predictive tools, they need to be
validated. To validate each model, a quantitative score based on the model could be compared
with an outcome metric of lifecycle value. Evaluating past and present programs based on a
quantitative score from the capability models is perhaps an easier task than developing an
outcome metric for lifecycle value. This could be done by attaching a quantitative scale (e.g. 1
to 5 points for levels 1 to 5 respectively) to the levels of capability, and another scale to the
relative level of priority for each of the three value processes and each of the six process
attributes. If these priorities were determined regardless of specific program context, the same
quantitative scales could be used for multiple programs. The relative priorities of each value
process and process attribute provide a weighting factors for the capability level observed. The
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score for level of capability would be multiplied by the weighting factor based either upon
process or attribute. This would result in a process/attribute score. This score would be
combined with the other process/attribute scores using the other weighting factor (for process or
attribute, whichever was not used previously). This would give the program a total lifecycle
value score which could be compared to a lifecycle value outcome metric. Identifying and
developing an outcome metric would also require additional work. Developing a general,
lifecycle value outcome metric, applicable for a variety of systems and programs, may be
difficult to do because of the variation in the definition of "best" lifecycle value for various types
of systems.
It is important to note that additional data were collected for these case studies that was
interesting, but did not prove especially relevant to the conclusions drawn and is therefore not
reported. Future efforts could be invested in further exploring topics related to these data. For
example, a question was asked about the shift over time of value priorities in a program. This
information was very useful in understanding the dynamic aspects of a system lifecycle process
but it did not translate very well into the lifecycle value framework developed. Research into
this topic specifically could leverage off the work presented here and might serve to further
characterize the interactions in the lifecycle value creation framework developed.
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APPENDIX A - INTERVIEW FORMAT
Lean
Aerospace LA RP ,
Initiative Lean Aircraft Research Program
Best Lifecycle Value Project
Introduction
The purpose of this protocol is to summarize company and individual involvement if you and your organization
choose to participate in a case study of achieving best lifecycle value. The research is a collaborative project
between the two similar consortiums, the Lean Aerospace Initiative (LAI) at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT), United States and the Lean Aircraft Research Program (LARP) at the Linkoping University,
Sweden. Both groups combine industry and government participation with academic resources to conduct industry
focused research on lean best practices. The information contained in this document is supplemental to any
agreements made between a participating company and either LAI or LARP.
The best lifecycle value (BLV) project will collect both qualitative and quantitative data through a variety of
methods as part of each case study. The primary source of data will come directly from individuals who agree to
participate in structured interviews. The research focuses on how different programs have defined and achieved
their objectives of best lifecycle value. The scope of the research encompasses both surveys and case studies of
international approaches to characterizing the dimensions of best lifecycle value, enablers and barriers, performance
metrics, and lessons learned in terms of both government acquisition and product development strategies. From this
research, a framework will be developed for achieving best lifecycle value in future systems.
Typical Site Visit
Each site visit will be a few days to one week in length, conducted by two or three team members. During these
visits, team members will conduct individual structured interviews with 4 to 12 participants from each site. Access
to additional program information may be important such as program meetings, requirement documentation, and
contracts.
The site visits will start with an introductory group session at the beginning of the week, followed by two to three
interviews per day, concluding with a debriefing session at the end of the visit. Each individual participant will be
expected to spend approximately one hour for an interview with one hour of preparation time beforehand. Total
impact to each site is expected to be approximately 40 workhours. The interview discussion format is attached.
Second site visits maybe required to brief interim findings and collect additional data. Upon completion of the
research, we would be pleased to return and conduct a follow-up briefing on our overall findings from this research.
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Informed Consent
We would like to emphasize that participation in this research is completely voluntary. You are free to refuse to
answer any question you are either uncomfortable with or uncertain about. You are also free to withdraw your
participation at any time. We understand that you may have concerns about confidentiality. Several measures will
be taken to ensure that your responses will remain confidential. US contributed data will be processed only by MIT
researchers, and Sweden contributed data will be processed only by LARP researchers, with the exception of test
case data that will be used only for calibration of the research methodology.
All analysis of the data will be represented in non-attributable or aggregated form. Excerpts from the
interview/individual results may be made part of the research results, but under no circumstances will your name or
any identifying characteristics be included. Furthermore, no individual program will be identified in the analysis or
reporting of the responses. We understand that the success of any research depends upon the quality of the
information on which it is based, and we take seriously our responsibility to ensure that any information you entrust
to us will be protected.
Please sign this form to show that you have read and had the opportunity to clarify the contents of this document.
Signature: Date:
Name Printed:
Do you agree to have your interview tape recorded to improve the accuracy of the data collected?
O N/A O Yes l No Initials:
Do you agree to have excerpts from your interview reported in the form of an anonymous quotation?
O Yes O No Initials:
For any additional information contact:
Product Development Researcher: Alexis Stanke astanke@mit.edu
Advisor: Earll Murman murman@mit.edu
Acquisition Advisor: Kirk Bozdogan bozdogan@mit.edu
Lean Aerospace Initiative
MIT Room 41-205
77 Massachusetts Ave.
Cambridge, MA 02139
Fax: 617-258-7845
Thank you for your participation in this research!
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Background
What program or system are you considering when answering these questions?
Please check the term(s) from each column which best categorize your role in the program:
Organization Position Functional Group
E End User
E Acquirer
E Developer/Producer
E Supplier
E Maintainer
E Policy Maker
0 Other (please note):
El Executive Manager
E Program Manager
E Project Manager
E Functional Manager
E IPT Leader
E Non-Managerial
E Other (please note):
O Product Definition
[I Product Design
El Manufacturing
El Marketing
E Operations
E Product Support
E Business Support
El Other (please note):
Please check the term(s) which best describes the phases of the program that you were involved in:
E Concept Exploration
E Program Definition
E Detailed Design (EMD)
El Test and Refinement
El Production
E Operations and Support
E Other (please note):
Please provide the following information so we can contact you in case we need to clarify any of your responses.
Name:
Organization:
Phone:
e-mail:
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Context
In the past, performance was the major driver in the acquisition and development of defense and civil aerospace
systems. In the post Cold-War period, emphasis has shifted to a balance of performance and affordability and, more
recently, from front-end affordability to total lifecycle affordability stressing significantly lower total (lifecycle) cost
of ownership. Reducing total cost of ownership is a subset of achieving best lifecycle value (BLV) in aerospace
systems, as other dimensions of availability, performance, and sustainability are also significant. This is the
fundamental concept, forming the basis for the research you are participating in.
The following list of questions suggests topics we'd like to discuss during our interview. We understand that your
time is valuable, as is our time together during the interview. Any consideration you can give these questions ahead
of time would be greatly appreciated, especially in answering the questions in Part I below. We would like to
collect these responses from you as quantitative data to support the information we gather through the interviews.
Open-ended questions that can be discussed during the interview are in Part II. Space has been included for you to
note any thoughts you might have ahead of time. We would appreciate any supporting material you might have that
will help us understand your perspective on lifecycle value. We realize that we will not have time to adequately
discuss all of these topics in detail with you. If you have knowledge relevant to any topic in particular that you
would like to share with us, please let us know at the start of the interview so we make the most of our time together.
Please remember that being candid and honest in your responses will improve the quality of the data we collect.
Part I - Detailed Questions
1) What is your definition of best lifecycle value?
2) Check the following statement which best describes your program's understanding of lifecycle value.
a) 0 There is no understanding of the concept.
b) 0 There is some awareness of the concept, which is deployed to only a few areas.
c) 0 The concept is deployed to most areas with variation between the level of understanding in each
area.
d) 0 The concept is undergoing refinement and continuous improvement. It is deployed throughout
all areas of the extended enterprise (customer through suppliers).
e) 0 The level of understanding is exceptional, the concept is well defined, and fully deployed across
all areas throughout the extended enterprise (customer through suppliers).
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Please consider this candidate definition of best lifecycle value in responding to the following questions:
A system offering best lifecycle value (BLV) is defined as a system introduced at the right time and
right price which delivers best value in mission effectiveness, performance, affordability, and
sustainability and retains these advantages throughout its life.
3) Technical performance (TP), cost (C), and schedule (S) are common dimensions of lifecycle value. From your
experience, prioritize (1, 2, or 3) these dimensions (TP, C, and S) for each of the following phases of your
program by circling the appropriate letters in the corresponding box.
Priority Concept Program Detailed Test and Production Operations
Exploration Definition Design Refinement and Support
1 TP C S TP C S TP C S TP C S TP C S TP C S
2 TP C S TP C S TP C S TP C S TP C S TP C S
3 TP C S TP C S TP C S TP C S TP C S TP C S
4) Within each group (technical performance, cost, and schedule), prioritize (1, 2, 3, etc.) the attributes of each
dimension of best lifecycle value or mark as not applicable (N/A), and note the metric your program uses to
measure each of these attributes.
Priority Metric Used
Technical a) Range/Weight-------------------------------
Performance b) Ease of Use----------------------------------------------
c) [Defense] Stealth- --------------------------------------
c) [Commercial] Noise/Emissions------------
d) [Defense] Situational Awareness-------------
d) [Commercial] Product Safety -----------------------------
e) Redundancy---------------------------------------------
f) Speed----------------------------------------------------
g) Flexible Design-------------------------
h) Open Architecture------------------------------------
i) Capacity for change (growth, modification)-------
j) Commonality with existing systems-------------
k) Operating Life-------------------------
1) [Defense] Short operational turn around times----
1) [Comm.] Turn Around Times/Dispatch Reliability----
m) Other: -----
Cost a) Low Unit Cost --------------------------
b) Low Operating Costs----------------------
c) Learning curve-------------------------
d) Residual value--------------------------
e) Other: -----
Schedule a) Short development time------------------------------
b) Short production time---------------------
c) Other: ------
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5) How would you rate your program's achievement of lifecycle value?
Level of achievement
None Some High
0 3 5 7 10
6) The following is a list of tools which may help a program achieve best lifecycle value. Rate the relative level of
importance and the level of utilization your program has found for these tools by circling the corresponding
numbers.
Level of Importance
None Some High
Modeling tools 0 3 5 7 10
Simulation tools 0 3 5 7 10
Cost estimation tools 0 3 5 7 10
Logistic tools 0 3 5 7 10
Common databases/configuration control 0 3 5 7 10
Benchmarking 0 3 5 7 10
Other: 0 3 5 7 10
Level of Utilization
None Some Full
0 3 5 7 10
0 3 5 7 10
0 3 5 7 10
0 3 5 7 10
0 3 5 7 10
0 3 5 7 10
0 3 5 7 10
7) The following list contains potential barriers to achieving best lifecycle value. Rate the relative level of
significance each item had as a barrier to achieving best lifecycle value in your program by circling the
appropriate number. If the item was not a significant barrier or not applicable, circle 0.
a) Poor integration of functional and product responsibilities
b) Inadequate design tools
c) Poorly defined or ineffective metrics
d) Lack of visibility across the lifecycle
e) Unclear definition of value
f) Program instabilities
g) Cultural differences within organization
h) Incompatible software and database tools
i) Poor knowledge management
j) Lack of contract incentives
k) Other
Level of Significance
None Some High
0 3 5 7 10
0 3 5 7 10
0 3 5 7 10
0 3 5 7 10
0 3 5 7 10
0 3 5 7 10
0 3 5 7 10
0 3 5 7 10
0 3 5 7 10
0 3 5 7 10
0 3 5 7 10
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a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
Part il - Discussion Topics
8) What product development strategies or practices have been enablers for your program in planning for and
achieving best lifecycle value?
9) [Defense] What acquisition strategies (government and/or contractor) have been enablers for your program in
planning for and achieving best lifecycle value?
9) [Commercial] What customer interaction strategies have been enablers for your program in planning for and
achieving best lifecycle value?
10) [Defense] How have acquisition strategies for your program influenced product development activities to either
help or hinder your program's achievement of best lifecycle value?
10) [Commercial] How have customer interaction strategies for your program influenced product development
activities to either help or hinder your program's achievement of best lifecycle value?
11) What organizational factors have been enablers for your program in planning for and achieving best lifecycle
value?
12) What metrics have been used that have either helped or hindered your program's achievement of best lifecycle
value?
13) What are the most important lessons learned within your program? What would you do differently if you could
start the same program today?
14) What further information would you like to share about your program's perspective on lifecycle value?
Interview improvement suggestions:
How would you rate the length of this interview?
Too Short Too Long
0 5 10
Please offer any suggestions for improving the clarity or easability of the questions asked.
Thank you for your input!
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APPENDIX B - ALTERNATIVE LIFECYCLE VALUE CREATION MODEL FIGURE
Proposition
- Create stakeholder alignment
- Balance stakeholder expectations
and contributions
- Establish clear communication of
balanced expectations with all
stakeholders
Figure B.1: Lifecycle Value Creation Model - Presentation Format
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APPENDIX C - VALUE CREATION MODEL CORRELATION
Table C.1: Value Management and Value Creation Correlation
Value Management Model Value Creation Model
(ICE, 1996)
* Client's briefing Value Identify stakeholders and their
* Brainstorming Identification (I) expectations for the system
Value planning 0 Evaluation Determine the concept which
* Weighted value criteria Value . balances stakeholder
* Preferred scheme Proposition (P) expectations
Formulate stakeholder
* Confirmation of project expectations in terms of system
objectives p requirements; communicate
* Information gathering balanced expectations, system
concept, and requirements to all
* Function analysis saeodrstakeholders
Value engineering * Speculation
0 Evaluation Create product that meets value
* Value engineering proposal Value Delivery proposition specifications and
and final report (D) retains these advantages
* Implementation/follow up throughout its life
Determine metrics and target
r tvalues which adequately
0 Monitoring the value process represent the system outlined in
Value reviewing 0 Correction of defects the value proposition
* Feedback into subsequent Track program progress with
areas of work D respect to the established
metrics and target values to
ensure value delivery
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APPENDIX D - LIFECYCLE PROCESS MODEL CORRELATION
Table D.1: System Lifecycle and Value Creation Correlation
System Life-Cycle Process Value Creation Model
(Fabrycky, 1991)
* Feasibility study
* Needs analysis Identification of stakeholders
(1) Conceptual * System operational Value throughout the lifecycle of the
Design requirements Identification (I) system and their requirements
* System maintenance concept for the system
* Advance product planning
(plans and specifications)
* Functional requirements
* System operational functions
(2) System * System maintenance Value Identify the functions associated
functional analysis functions Proposition (P) with various system
* System analysis: requirements
identification of alternative
functions and subfunctions
* Allocation of performance
(2) Preliminary factors, design factors, and
snhssadeffectiveness requirements Articulate system expectations
synthesis and P in terms of performance and
allocation of 0 Allocation of system support design requirements
design criteria requirements
* System analysis
Preliminary system trade-offs to
* System and subsystem trade- P accommodate requirements and
(2) System offs and evaluation of constraints
optimization alternatives
opiiain* System and subsystem Value Delivery Detailed evaluation of
analyses (D) subsystems to improve delivery
of the desired function
* Preliminary design:
performance, configuration,
(2) System and arrangement of chosen Specification of system concept
synthesis and system (analyses, data, D based on function and formdefinition physical models, testing,
etc.)
* Detail specification(s)
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* Detail design of functional
system (prime equipment/
software) Detailed design of system and
* Detail design of system subsystems including
(3) System/ logistic support elements D consideration of other system
product design * Design support functions lifecycle phases, and review of
* Design data/documentation design against the proposed
* System analysis and requirements
evaluation
* Design review
(3) System 0 Development of system Development of system
prototype prototype model D prototype to ensure delivery of
development * Development of system desired functionality
logistic support requirements
* Test preparation
* Testing of prototype system
and equipment
(3) System 0 Test data, analysis, and Test and validation of system for
prototype test and evaluation D performance specification
evaluation 0 Test reporting and/or certification
* System analysis and
evaluation
* Modifications for corrective
action
( System assessment: analysis(4) Production and evaluation Production and delivery of
and/or D
Construction 0 Modifications for corrective developed system
action
* System assessment: analysis
(5) Utilization and and evaluation D Operation of desired system by
Support * Modifications for corrective the end-user
action
Recovery of any residual value
(6) Phaseout/ D of the system from resale,
Disposal recycle, etc.; meet any disposal
regulations
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APPENDIX E - SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE MODEL CORRELATION
Table E.1: System Architecture and Value Creation Correlation
System Architecture Model Value Creation Model
(Crawley, 2000)
Value Existing regulations are
How a system meets existing and Proposition (P); considered in the value
envisioned regulation; meant to Primary proposition as constraints
protect the customer and/or correlation
workforce; used to incentive Value New regulations that may result
producers; compliance required Identification (I); from the system development
by law Secondary and operation are considered in
correlation value identification
Embodiment of a firm's specific
means of achieving generic
corporate goals; what the Identify stakeholders and their
Corporate Strategy company does, what its core value expectations and
competencies are, how it does it, respective contributions for the
what the return to investors is, system
and how it maintains
competitiveness
Market Data, Defining user needs and Identify market driven system
' interpreting these needs as I attributes that are deemed
Competition product goals valuable by the stakeholders
Identify system attributes that
Market Strategy How, where, and with whom a I will deliver value by increasing
company competes competitive advantage
Finding, understanding, Determine what is feasible inFinding, uderstning, terms of existing technologies,
Technology assessing, forecasting P including planning for
transferring, and infusing both foreseeable technological
new and existing technologies advances
Strategy for production and Identification of producer andOperations operation of a system; out- I operator stakeholderStrategy sourcing vs. in-house expectations
development as an example
Product attributes which are
overall wants, desires, Identification of system
Needs necessities, or wishing for I attributes that together will be
something that is lacking on the considered valuable
part of the user or customer
Product attributes which specify
what the product accomplishes, Articulation of system attributes
what its performance is, and what which constitute value to the
Goals the designer hopes to achieve or stakeholders, in the form of both
obtain, including technical technical and programmatic
specifications or performance requirements, goals, and
requirements derived from the objectives
user/customer needs
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Describes the emergent behavior Specification of the combination
process of a system; activities, of internal processes within a
operations, and transformations system that result in emergent
Function that cause, create, or contribute to P system behavior; the actions
performance (i.e. meeting goals); which characterize the value of a
actions for which a system exists system
or is employed
Structure or arrangement of the
physical/logical embodiment; the Specifies the manner of
Form shape or configuration; what Value Delivery delivering valued system
executes function (i.e. what is (D) attributes and behavior to
implemented); what is eventually stakeholders
operated
System vision, idea, notion, or Characterization of the design
Concept mental image which conveys the D space bounded by the
mapping between function and constraints and requirements
form noted in the value proposition
When the system executes; System performance which
ensures value delivery at the
Timing sequencing of functions; D "right time" as determined by
simultaneity (or not) of functions the stakeholders
Who will use/execute the system; Identification of
Operator either for direct human operation I user/operator/consumer
or as constraints (human factors) stakeholders
What processes will be used to
produce and operate the system, The process of transferring a
Manufacturing, and when and where they will concept into an actual system,
Operations occur, including strategic D and implementing the system
decisions such as factory layout, such that value to the
manufacturing cells, etc. as an stakeholders results
example
Incorporating value delivery for
Education and special skills that all stakeholders by considering
Training are required to use/operate the D the needs and resources required
system to develop adequate training for
system usage
Outbound Incorporating system attributes
Marketing How, where, and by whom a that will make the systemMarketing product is sold; how competitive Dthtwlmaehestm
Strategy, pdut is o mtiie marketable is one way to deliver
Sales, Distribution advantage is portrayed value to the stakeholders
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APPENDIX F - LEAN ENTERPRISE MODEL
It has been shown that correlation can be drawn between the value creation model and
numerous other models from value analysis, life cycle costing, or systems engineering and
architecting. A mapping between the value creation model and the Lean Enterprise Model
(LEM) (LAI, 1998) is also relevant and useful for this discussion. The general structure of the
LEM is shown in the figure below.
Enterprise Level Metrics
Flow Time
Stakeholder Satisfaction
Resource Utilization
Quality Yield
Overaching Metrics Overachi
1. Identify and Optimize Enterprise Flow
2. Assure Seamless Information Flow
3. Optimize Capability and Utilization of People
4. Make Decisions at Lowest Possible Level
5. Implement Integrated Product and Process
Development
6. Develop Relationships Based on Mutual
ig Practices Trust and Commitment
7. Continuously Focus on the Customer
8. Promote Lean Leadership at All Levels
9. Maintain Challenge of Existing Processes
10. Nurture a Learning Environment
11. Ensure Process Capability and Maturation
12. Maximize Stability in a Changing
Environment
Enabling Practices
Figure F.1: Lean Enterprise Model Summary (adapted from LAI, 1998)
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Meta-Principles
Responsiveness to Change * Waste Minimization
Enterprise Level Principles
Right Thing at Right Place, Right, and in the Right Quantity
Effective Relationships within the Value Stream
Continuous Improvement
Optimal First Delivered Unit Quality
Table F.1: Lean Enterprise and Value Creation Correlation
Lean Enterprise Model Value Creation Model
(LAI, 1998)
Establish models and/or
simulations to permit Value Delivery
understanding and evaluation of (D)
the flow process
Reduce the number of flow paths D
Minimize Inventory through all D
tiers of the value chain
Implementation of practices
Reduce setup times D stemming from manufacturing a
system based on how material
Identify and Implement process owner moves through a production
Optimize inspection throughout the value D system. In a broader sense,
Enterrise Flow chain they can also be applied to
Strive for single piece flow D product development regardinginformation flow.
Minimize space utilized and
distance traveled by personnel D
and material
Synchronize production and
delivery throughout the value D
chain
Maintain equipment to minimize D
unplanned stoppages
Value
.. Identification (I),Make processes and flows visible Value Proposition
to all stakeholders Value(P), Value
Delivery (D) Clarify stakeholder
Assure Seamless Establish open and timely expectations, the plan to meetAssureaSeamles communications among all I, P, D them, and the execution of this
Information Flow stakeholders plan by communicating openly
Link databases for key functions 1 P with all stakeholders.
throughout the value chain
Minimize documentation while
ensuring necessary data P, D
traceability and availability
Optimize
Capability and
Utilization of
People
Establish career and skill
development programs for each
employee
Ensure maintenance,
certification, and upgrading of
critical skills
D
D
Understand workforce
capability to ensure that
expected value can be
delivered. Incorporate this
understanding in the value
proposition. Ensure value
delivery to workforce
stakeholders by providing
opportunity for professional
development.
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Analyze workforce capabilities
and needs to provide for balance P
of breadth and depth of
skills/knowledge
Broaden jobs to facilitate the
development of a flexible
workforce
Establish multi-disciplinary
teams organized around
processes and products
P, D
I, P, D
Delegate or share responsibility
for decisions throughout the P
value chain
Empower people to make
decisions at the point of work P, D
Minimize hand-offs and
approvals within and between I, P, D
lines and support activities
Provide environment and well-
defined processes for expedited
decision-making
Use systems engineering
approach in product design and
development
I, P, D
P, D
Establish clear sets of
requirements and allocate these to P
affected elements of the product
and processes
Definitize risk management P, D
Incorporate design for
manufacturing, test, maintenance, P D
and disposal in all engineering '
phases
Design in capability for potential
growth and adaptability
Establish effective IPTs P, D
Involve all stakeholders early in
the requirements definition, P
design and development process
Use the "Software Factory" Dprocess
Implement design to cost Dprocesses
Maintain continuity of planning
throughout the product
development process
Build stable and cooperative
relationships internally and
externally
Establish labor-management
partnerships
Strive for continued employment
or employability of the workforce
P, D
I, P, D
P, D
D
Utilize multi-disciplinary teams
throughout value creation to
capture all stakeholder
perspectives. Creating a
common value proposition for a
system ensures sharing and
delegation of responsibility in
the value chain. Empowering
all stakeholders to have
responsibility, authority, and
accountability facilitates value
delivery.
Requirements generation and
specification, some design for
lifecycle considerations, and
appropriate systems engineering
practices are important in value
proposition, while other
integrated product and process
development work is more
effective in value delivery.
Relationships are established
during the first encounter;
leadership are important role
models for these relationships.
They must be developed early
and nurtured throughout the
entire value creation cycle.
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Make Decisions at
the Lowest Level
Possible
Implement
Integrated Product
and Process
Development
Develop
Relationships
Based on Mutual
Trust and
Commitment
,
,
Provide for mutual sharing of
benefits from implementation of
lean practices
Establish common objectives
among all stakeholders
D
, P
Provide for continuous Involving the customer as a
information flow and feedback I, P, D stakeholder is important to
with stakeholders value creation. They will
Optimize the contract process to ultimately play a key role in
Continuously be flexible to learning and I, P defining what is successful
Focus on the changing requirements value creation. Articulating this
Customer Create and maintain relationships during identification and
with customers in requirements proposition facilitate value
generation, product design, I, P, D delivery, which could not occur
development and solution-based without specifying what value
problem solving is to be delivered.
Flow-down lean principles,
practices and metrics to all D
organizational levels__________Iantional oeshp Develop an enterprise strategyInstill individual ownership for the system as part of the
throughout the workforce in all P, D value proposition, and ensure
Promote Lean products and services that are that this is deliverable in theLeadership at All provided efficient way by
Levels Assure consistency of enterprise incorporating lean principles
strategy with lean principles and I, P and practices.
practices
Involve union leadership in
promoting and implementing lean D
practices
Establish structured processes for
generating, evaluating, and I, P, Dimplementing improvements at
all levels
Fix problems systematically D Improvement efforts can be
using data and root cause analysis identified and planned for early
Maintain Utilize cost accounting/ in the value creation cycle.
Challenge of management systems to establish D Focusing on potential
Existing Processes the discrete cost of individual improvements early allows forparts and activities them to have adequately
Set jointly established targets for allocated resources in the
continuous improvement at all 1 delivery process.
levels and in all phases of the
product lifecycle
Incentivize initiatives for P, Dbeneficial, innovative practices
Capture, communicate and apply I, P, D To facilitate understanding of
experience-generated learning value throughout the enterprise,
Nurture a Learning Perform benchmarking D good communication, and
Environment Provide for interchange of openness to improvement and
knowledge from and within the I, P, D change are important.
supplier network
Ensure Process
Capability and
Maturation
Define and control processes
throughout the value chain P, D
Identify and develop the
required process capabilities for
value creation.
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Establish cost beneficial
variability reduction practices in
all phases of product life cycle
Establish make/buy as a strategic
decision
Level demand to enable
continuous flow
D
P, D
D
Use multi-year contracting P
wherever possible
Minimize cycle-time to limit
susceptibility to externally D
imposed changes
Structure programs to absorb I, P
changes with minimal impact
Establish incremental product P, D
performance objectives
Program high risk developments
off critical paths and/or provide
alternatives
I, P, D
Stability is an important enabler
for value creation. It must be
balanced with flexibility to
adapt to changing influences
within the value creation cycle.
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Maximize Stability
in a Changing
Environment
,
I
APPENDIX G - ALTERNATIVE LISTING OF BEST PRACTICES
The collected best practices are listed in this appendix by value creation process, or groups
of processes. Listed with each practice is an identification key that suggests the attribute the
practice is relevant to. The letters indicated in parentheses, HP, OF, RM, TM, ER, LM represent
holistic perspective, organizational factors, requirements and metrics, tools and methods,
enterprise relationships, and leadership and management respectively.
G.1 Identification, Proposition, and Delivery
e (HP) Balance the big picture program perspective with attention to detail in a day to day
working environment.
e (OF) Follow a "drop dead" philosophy.
- Document your job so that someone could come in the next day and pick it up where you
left off.
e (TM) Utilize internet technology and company web sites enable sharing data and information
within the enterprise, ensuring timely and efficient access to data.
e (TM) Consider analysis of all value attributes at the same system level.
- As an example, component performance and production schedule should be evaluated
with respect to component cost, not subsystem or system cost.
* (TM) Consciously think through and process significant events, reviews, meetings, decisions,
etc. immediately after they occur to capture information.
* (TM) Identify best practices through benchmarking.
e (ER) Establish and maintain program credibility.
* (ER) Require open and honest communication.
- Encourage and reward asking for help needed.
* (ER) Utilize knowledge throughout the enterprise regardless of where it originates.
e (ER) Share responsibility for decisions throughout the value chain using a well-defined
process.
e (ER) Maintain organizational counterparts throughout the enterprise with active working
relationships to facilitate efficient communication and problem solving.
* (ER) Create and maintain leadership alignment across enterprise.
* (ER) Create working relationships to understand customer culture, i.e. their value system,
approach, attitude, expectations, and issues.
* (ER) Maintain a two-way dialog in working relationships, do not do all of the talking or all of
the listening, but some of both.
" (ER) Value people for the skills they contribute to the program with mutual respect and
appreciation.
* (ER) Align management to focus on each customer individually rather than all customers
together to understand their distinctions.
* (ER) Treat technical intellectual property of all stakeholders with respect to build trust.
* (ER) Focus on core competencies.
* (LM) Establish and maintain high expectations for program success.
" (LM) Program leadership emphasizes credibility.
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e (LM) Leadership brings people together and facilitates working together by preventing
strong personalities from taking over.
* (LM) Identify a small number of goals and objectives that articulate what the program is set
up to do, how it will do it, and what the success criteria will be. Repeat these goals and
objectives consistently and often.
* (LM) Create and portray a homogeneous management perspective based on a common
vision.
- This is especially critical regarding external interactions.
e (LM) Incentivize behavior by recognition of successes.
G.2 Identification and Proposition
* (HP) Incorporate consideration of lifecycle issues through flexibility in early systems
architecture.
* (HP) Acknowledge and plan to accommodate the dynamic nature of a system's lifecycle.
e (HP) Utilize techniques of negotiation to handle conflicting expectations in the program.
e (OF) Involve many functional areas of all enterprise stakeholders early in the program
definition process balancing cost, schedule, and technical performance to establish common
objectives.
* (RM) Properly judge state of the art technology to facilitate programming high-risk
developments off critical paths.
* (TM) Roadmap emerging technology to plan for technology insertion accordingly.
* (ER) Carefully choose suppliers to consider lifecycle issues such as maintainability and
supportability of acquired components.
G.3 Proposition
* (HP) Follow the philosophy that the "airplane is the boss" to establish priority of the system
over individual stakeholder interests when trades are made.
e (HP) Make program trades with a long-term view of the path ahead instead of looking for
short-term rewards, resulting in collaborative relationships throughout the enterprise.
e (HP) (Defense Systems) Utilize multi-year contracting where possible.
* (HP) Create a program plan, a way to measure performance to this plan, and a recovery
strategy when it is required.
* (HP) Incorporate a strategy of "graceful upgradability".
* (RM) Promote a lifecycle perspective by incorporating incentives to met lifecycle
requirements, such as lifecycle cost and lifecycle support.
* (RM) Establish metrics to evaluate lifecycle requirements.
* (RM) Careful analysis of cost and technical requirements to assess the implications of a
selected system decomposition during development on reducing supportability issues in the
long term.
- One example is the calculation of reliabilities down to the component level to reduce the
amount of maintenance required for a subsystem.
e (RM) Work within specification framework and terminology to establish actual goals for
development efforts.
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- Specifications are often not clearly written and may not adequately communicate the
system requirements.
* (RM) Ensure that requirements accurately reflect customers' value expectations.
" (RM) Include consideration of objectives for entire lifecycle in requirements.
* (ER) (Defense systems) Tie award fee periods to key program milestones, each having
unique criteria clearly communicated at the beginning of each period to optimize the
flexibility of the contract to changing requirements.
e (ER) Account and plan for adequate support of expanded supplier development
responsibilities.
G.4 Proposition and Delivery
* (HP) Align resource allocation relative to value priorities.
* (OF) Empower product teams to operate as product-focused, mini-business units.
* (OF) Utilize a value stream approach to consider design decisions, involving all value stream
stakeholders.
e (RM) Structure program to absorb changes with minimal impact by using a block upgrade
strategy.
* (RM) Incorporate plans for growth, upgradability, and technological development in design
work.
* (RM) Identify a fixed total development cost target as a goal-oriented way to maintain focus
on near-term development cost and schedule plans.
* (TM) Use systems engineering practices in product design.
e (TM) Define common databases, tools, and practices for use throughout the value chain.
* (TM) Utilize a structured, stable review process.
e (TM) Incorporate the customers' value priorities into business case evaluation.
e (TM) Utilize a business case evaluation thought process focused on program goals to
evaluate decisions.
* (ER) Utilize economic risk sharing among industrial partners to introduce accountability for
program performance.
* (ER) Utilize profit sharing relationships as an incentive for innovative development work.
* (ER) Incorporate early make/buy decisions to reduce development cost.
* (ER) Jointly establish and implement a design verification program.
- One example is utilizing an Integrated Test Team to work effectively with all enterprise
stakeholders to resolve issues found during test.
* (ER) Jointly establish targets for continuous improvement using a structured process.
e (ER) Maintain visibility of enterprise relationships throughout levels of each organization to
prevent sub-optimization.
* (LM) Manage out-sourced development work according to the level of maturity of the
technology.
e (LM) Establish clear roles for decision makers within a well-defined process to facilitate
decision making.
e (LM) Utilize program management training.
* (LM) Create buy-in of schedules and resource allocation for the program.
* (LM) Model and promote a proactive culture to address system and program issues.
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* (LM) Manage by team to balance the individual priorities of each person involved.
G.5 Delivery
* (HP) Create lessons learned databases to capture, communicate, and apply experience-
generated learning.
* (HP) Educate designers on lifecycle maintainability and reliability issues.
e (HP) Incorporate design recommendations communicated from a variety of lifecycle
perspectives.
e (HP) Coordinate design maturation and production planning to account for differences in
subsystems and components.
- One example is the coordination of interdependent development efforts with long
production lead-time items.
* (HP) Balance and integrate all design variables and constraints to prevent sub-optimization.
* (HP) Promote the idea that the system is never "good enough" to incorporate continuous
improvement in the organizational culture.
e (HP) Leverage the general principle that what improves maintainability of an aircraft usually
also improves produceability.
e (OF) Collocate product and people.
" (OF) Align organizational structure to the product work breakdown structure, establishing
multi-disciplinary teams.
* (OF) Maintain a stable workforce capability by creating opportunities for career and skill
development programs.
* (OF) Use IPT structure to broaden functional responsibilities, facilitating the development of
a flexible workforce.
e (OF) Hold coordination meetings between leaders of different projects to communicate status
of cost and schedule.
* (OF) Balance functional specialization with integration knowledge by shifting the focus of
support between functional and IPT organizations throughout development efforts as
appropriate.
- As an example, development work can be done either in a functional organization,
promoting specialization, or in an IPT organization, promoting integration experience,
and while neither is optimal for all development work, both have advantages that can be
utilized more effectively.
e (OF) Utilize a matrix structure to combine teams aligned with each customer with a system
integration team, supporting cross-customer communication and learning.
* (OF) Incorporate specialization at the corporate level through focus on core competencies
and integration at system development level.
* (OF) Integrate functional and product organizations through standard business practices.
* (OF) Involve customer participation in development IPTs.
e (RM) Empower people to make decisions through the flow down of requirements and
metrics creating Responsibility, Authority, and Accountability (RAA).
e (RM) Share metrics weekly throughout the enterprise.
e (RM) Incorporate Earned Value tracking of cost and schedule metrics through a "perform to
plan" philosophy.
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* (RM) Determine when a "good enough" solution is achieved and move on in the
development work to maintain schedule performance.
* (RM) Utilize stop light (red, yellow, green) system of visually reporting metrics to promote
common and efficient evaluation of data.
* (TM) Implement a structured risk management process including mitigation plans to fix
problems systematically using root cause analysis that is shared throughout the enterprise.
* (TM) Incorporate design for manufacturing and assembly.
* (TM) Use common CAD modeling software across the enterprise.
* (TM) Evaluate design changes using a structured method from an operations perspective to
reduce preventative maintenance.
* (TM) Increase compatibility between modeling and analysis tools to increase productivity.
e (TM) Integrate Product Data Management (PDM) and configuration management databases
to enable seamless information flow.
* (TM) Maintain a willingness to change configuration to reflect system evolution.
* (TM) Identify and incorporate tools that link lifecycle data to performance design.
* (TM) Utilize closed-loop corrective action procedures.
e (TM) Standardize processes to yield predictable results.
* (TM) Follow international standards to increase flexibility in a global market.
* (TM) Utilize experiential learning through maintaining continuity of the workforce.
* (ER) Incentivize behavior corresponding to development targets.
- One example is an "incentive ladder" to promote on-schedule development activity.
* (LM) Create strategies and practices that can be adhered to through management transitions.
* (LM) Management support mentality to provide adequate resources to solve development
issues effectively.
- Envision an upside-down organization chart.
* (LM) Management push to evaluate the alternative no growth (in cost or weight) solution in
terms of risk to understand a complete set of decision alternatives.
e (LM) Emphasize the importance of schedule performance to prevent coordination problems
and bottlenecks that may cause unnecessary design changes.
e (LM) Empower people to accept responsibility by promoting the motto "ask for forgiveness
rather than ask for permission".
e (LM) Promote excellence under "normal" circumstances instead of hero-behavior in "crisis"
situations.
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APPENDIX H - ALTERNATIVE CAPABILITY MODEL FORMAT
Table H.1: Capability Model for Lifecycle Value Identification
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5
Focus:
What is the desired system capability?
How is it defined?
Desired system Desired system Desired system Desired system Desired system
capability is capability is capability is capability is capability is
8 unknown and not identified in terms identified mostly identified mostly identified in terms
i all stakeholder of form only; in terms of form in terms of of function only.
* contributions are some stakeholder with some function with All enterprise
. identified. contributions are consideration of specification of stakeholder
identified function. Core form. All contributions are
enterprise enterprise clearly
stakeholder stakeholder communicated.
contributions are contributions are
clearly clearly
communicated. communicated.
Focus:
Who are the system stakeholders?
What role do they each play in a discussion focused on system value?
Few stakeholders Some enterprise Representatives of Representatives Representatives
are represented, stakeholders are core enterprise for all enterprise for all enterprise
i and system value represented. stakeholders stakeholders stakeholders
is not considered Value is contribute to value contribute to the contribute to the
. as the focal point considered as part focused decisions. value discussion. value discussion.
for any discussion of the discussion They have the
or decisions. regarding a authority to make
system. value decisions for
their organization.
Focus:
Are stakeholder expectations clearly communicated?
Stakeholders do Stakeholder Core enterprise All enterprise All enterprise
4 not share their expectations are stakeholder stakeholder stakeholder
- expectations. expressed expectations are expectations are expectations are
inconsistently. clearly communicated, clearly
communicated. but level of communicated.
consistency may
vary between
stakeholders.
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Focus:
Are state of the art and emerging technologies properly assessed? (This can help determine appropriate
e tools and methods to be used during value proposition and delivery.)
a Current state of State of the art State of the art State of the art State of the art and
the art and future technologies are technologies are technologies are emerging
technologies are considered using a properly judged properly judged technology are
C unknown. structured process. using a structured and some properly judged
process. consideration is and planned for
given emerging accordingly using
technologies using a structured
a structured process.
process.
Focus:
Is stakeholder leadership aligned on a common system value definition?
Do stakeholders share their perspective through open communication?
Stakeholder Identification of Acknowledgement Understanding of Full leadership
:E leadership focused various and sensitivity to organizational alignment
on individual organizational organizational cultural throughout the
0 organization cultures of cultural differences of enterprise based
7; priorities with backgrounds differences of various on open two-way
little communicated various stakeholder communication,
communication through unique stakeholder leaders, establishing
facilitating system leaders, resulting facilitating program and
common perspectives for from open communication system credibility.
understanding of each stakeholder communication. focusing on
the system value. leader. common system
priorities.
Focus:
Can the system value be stated in terms of a small number of goals and objectives for the system and
program?
Goals and Goals and Goals and Goals and A small number of
objectives for the objectives of the objectives for the objectives for the common goals and
system and system and system and system and objectives for the
program vary for program are program are program are system and
each stakeholder. identified from identified by a few identified with program are
In general they are communication stakeholders and agreement from identified and
unclear or may be between a few then most stakeholders have been bought
unknown. stakeholders. communicated to and then into by all
Other stakeholders the rest of the communicated to stakeholders. They
may or may not be enterprise. the other define what will
aware of these stakeholders. be done, how it
goals and will be done, and
objectives. what the success
criteria are.
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Table H.2: Capability Model for Lifecycle Value Proposition
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5
Focus:
How can flexibility be incorporated?
. How can the system architecture accommodate lifecycle requirements?
E System Flexibility in Flexibility for Flexibility for Flexibility in the
i architecture system lifecycle issues is lifecycle issues is system
6 decisions are made architecture incorporated incorporated in the architecture is
.X with little decisions is inconsistently in system incorporated
.4 consideration of considered as a the system architecture. through a strategyj required flexibility way to incorporate architecture. for "graceful
for lifecycle lifecycle issues. upgradability".
issues.
Focus:
What visibility do stakeholders have to various system decisions?
What participation do stakeholders have in system value trade-offs?
System and System and System and System and System and
program decisions program decisions program decisions program decisions program decisions
are made by one are made by some are made are made are made
or a few of the of the enterprise collectively by all collectively by all collectively by all
-N enterprise stakeholders with enterprise enterprise enterprise
0 stakeholders with little or no stakeholders some stakeholders with stakeholders
little or no consideration of consideration of some focused on
consideration of lifecycle issues. lifecycle issues. consideration of lifecycle value for
lifecycle issues. lifecycle value. the system.
Focus:
Are both technical and programmatic requirements defined to reflect stakeholder expectations and
contributions regarding the system?
Do these requirements have established target values and measurable metrics?
Requirements and Requirements and Requirements and Requirements and Requirements and
metrics are metrics are metrics are well metrics are well metrics are well
understood but established and established with established with established with
may or may not be may or may not target values. target values. target values.
concretely include lifecycle They include They include They include
established with considerations. lifecycle lifecycle lifecycle
little or no considerations and considerations and considerations and
E consideration of are communicated are articulated and are articulated and
.h lifecycle issues. throughout the communicated communicated
enterprise. unambiguously. unambiguously,
resulting from
close interaction
amongst enterprise
stakeholders
focused on
lifecycle value.
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Focus:
Is a structured holistic approach used to decide and understand the implications of system trade-offs?
System and
program trade-offs
are made with
little or no
consideration of
lifecycle issues.
System and
program trade-offs
are made
considering some
lifecycle issues.
System and
program trade-offs
are made
considering most
lifecycle value
attributes. The
need to follow a
structured method
is identified.
System and
program trade-offs
are made
considering all
lifecycle value
attributes. A
systems
engineering
approach is
established.
System and
program trade-offs
are made
considering all
lifecycle value
attributes with
equal credibility.
A fully integrated
systems
engineering
approach is
implemented.
Focus:
Is there a focus on the core competencies of each stakeholder to optimize system development in the
enterprise?
Development
effort concentrated
in one
organization with
little interaction
between members
of the enterprise.
I Focus:
Strong sense of
ownership for
organizational
responsibilities,
with oversight
required to
manage any
external
development
efforts.
Identification of
core competencies
and the need to
share development
responsibility and
risk throughout the
extended
enterprise.
Focus on core
competencies with
support for
development
spread throughout
the entire
enterprise.
Strategic risk
sharing through a
focus on core
competencies with
resources and
responsibility
allocated
appropriately
throughout the
enterprise to
manage
development
efforts.
Are program management practices consistent with value based goals and objectives?
Is there a homogeneous management perspective portrayed throughout the enterprise?
Management focus
on individual
stakeholder
priorities. There is
no visibility for
any stakeholder
decisions that are
made.
Management
acknowledgement
of the potential of
identifying
common system
value priorities.
There is visibility
to decisions made,
but they are based
on individual
stakeholder value
systems.
Management
agreement on the
need for common
system value
priorities.
Structured
process(es) with
visibility are used
for decision
making relating to
system value
priorities.
Management
support for
common system
value priorities
based on well-
defined, structured
process(es) for
decision making,
with visibility to
all stakeholders.
Homogeneous
management
perspective exists
regarding system
value priorities
stemming from a
shared process for
decision making,
with visibility to
all stakeholders.
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Table H.3: Capability Model for Lifecycle Value Delivery
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5
Focus:
What visibility exists for the system, its interfaces, and its lifecycle?
e .E Awareness of Awareness of Good awareness Good awareness Exceptional
. several levels of entire system with of the entire of the entire awareness of
the system with little or no system with some system and its entire system and
little or no consideration of lifecycle entire lifecycle. full
consideration of its lifecycle. considerations. implementation of
its lifecycle. lifecycle issues.
Focus:
Are effective product based teams aligned with a relevant system decomposition?
Functionally Informal cross- Formal cross- Effective product Effective product
specialized functional working functional IPTs aligned with IPTs aligned with
working groups, relationships. structure in product product
with little cross- effective product decomposition and decomposition and
a functional IPTs. empowered by empowered by
o interaction. management management
support. support. Balance
between functional
and product
O responsibilities
created through
shared business
processes.
Focus:
Are metrics tracked and shared throughout the enterprise?
Is metric tracking used for proactive program management?
Progress based on Progress based on Progress based on Progress based on Progress based on
metrics is not metrics is used for metrics is shared metrics is shared metrics is shared
- known. No reporting purposes regularly (perhaps regularly weekly throughout
structured plan in some parts of monthly or throughout the the enterprise for
exists to the enterprise. quarterly) in enterprise for proactive program
incorporate Changes in various parts of program management. A
3 changes in requirements are the enterprise for management. common strategy
requirements. incorporated program Changes in to incorporate
without regard for management. requirements are changes in
system level Changes in incorporated requirements is
implications. requirements are considering utilized throughout
incorporated with implications the enterprise to
some throughout the consider the entire
consideration of entire system. system.
system level
issues.
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Focus:
Are tools used common and fully integrated through standard processes?
Tools may or may Multiple tools Common tools for Common tools Single interface to
not be used on an serving the same each function. fully integrated access multiple
individual basis. functions. Processes are between functions. services provided
Processes may or Processes may or established but Processes are by common fully
may not have been may not be inconsistent standardized to integrated tools.
considered. established. throughout the yield predictable Common
enterprise. results. standardized
processes are
shared throughout
the enterprise.
Focus:
Does open communication create an enterprise culture based on a consistent standard of working
relationships?
Inconsistent Consistent Consistent Consistent Consistent
working working working working working
relationships in relationships at relationships and relationships and relationships and
some areas of the some levels of the communication at communication communication
04 organization. organization. all levels of the throughout the throughout the
organization and extended extended
through some of enterprise. enterprise
the enterprise. optimized for each
stakeholder by
differentiated
levels of visibility.
Focus:
Do individuals throughout the enterprise take on leadership roles?
Are there clear roles and responsibilities for distributed leadership?
Individual Good individual Good individual Good individual Good individual
leadership leadership. leadership with leadership with leadership with
characteristics clear roles and clear roles and clear roles and
exhibited responsibilities. responsibilities responsibilities
inconsistently. with a with a
management management
support mentality support mentality
to create buy-in to to create buy-in to
program program
responsibilities. responsibilities
following
identified "best"
management
strategies that can
be adhered to.
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